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All New York Heiress Wanted Negro Widow of English No
Was the Title-WithIt.
bleman Contends for
Could be no Marriage.
Her Rights.
out

El Pas.), Texas, April 26. Miss
Jennie Thiele, of New York, who
came here with her mother this week
to marry John Van de Moer, who had
claimed to be of the Holland nobility,
has returned to New York unmarried.
"No." she Is said to have declared,
'"I will not marry Von de Moer because he could not prove his claims
of descent from Holland's nobility."
At any rate, Miss Thiele, accompan.
led by her mother, Mrs. Henrietta
Thiele, left for New York yesterday
afternoon unmarried, and Van de
Moer took the Mexican Central train
this morning for Chihuahua.
There are presumably other reasons
still concealed for the change In the
minds of the two young people who
became enamored of one another
while In Denver three years ago for
a period of one month, than those
which have been disclosed.
After enduring the long and tedious
journey from New York to Kl PaHo,
Miss Thiele wajt stunned, she told people at the hotel, to learn that her
Romeo could not show proof of his
noble birth.
They have both gone, living nothing behind them but their hotel signatures.
EZRA ("OIlNrXIS

IHNIMillliil

KltSAICV CELEHRATED.
Ithaca. N. Y.. A mil 28. The hundred Mi anniversary of Ezra Cornel'
the founder of Covncll university, is
ANNI

being celebrated today wilh :i very
elaborate program.
The celebration
will also continue tomorrow.
Today
Andrew Carnegie, ons of tne trustees,
1
on
delivered an ad rest, speaking
Andrew
Ezra t'lirnell.
D. White spoke for the faculty and
Senator Forakr. of Onto, and David
Starr Jordan, president of Stanford
university, repi esented tha alumni.
On the following day the new build
ing of the tiU' College of Agriculture
will be dedicated, G jvernor Charles
K. Hughes making the principal address.

TOXS OF ORE FROM
OLD MEXICO MINES.
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex., April 28.
The Lluvia de Cobre mine now has
between 300 and 400 tons of ore on

the dumps and ready for the smelter. Shaft work Is making rapid progress, and tine strikes of sulphide
ores have been encountered near the
350-folevel. These ores run from
7 to 2 r. per cent in copper and carry their own (luxes. An excellent deposit of iron has also been penetrated, this being sprinkled throughout
with native copper. The Lluvia is
regarded as one of t lie most promising mines in the state.

dominion c4impanv
Joplin.

erecting iik; mill.
Mo.. April 26. The Domin-

ion Lead and Zinc Mining company,

whose property Is located half a mile
east of Joplin, is now planning for
mill. The
the erect!, m of u
company now has hundreds of tons
of ore piled on the dumps; while the
ore expose in the several drift runs
from 3 to IS per cent In zinc. The
property has already been thoroughly
proven up with i.bout $10. UK) worth
.f ile lopmeht VlOlk.
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Special to The Evening Citizen,
El Paso. April 26. "Lady
Flo" filed suit yesterday In the
Mexican
courts for $500,000.
This claim is based by the col- woman
on the alleged fact
ored
that she is the widow of the late
Dord Ralavord Beresford, who
was killed in a railroad accl- dent In North Dakota.
It Is learned that the estate is
worth at least $1. 000. 000. This
sum includes both cattle and
land. "Lady Flo" has retained
Judge Leigh Clark to push her
claim and the judge announces
that he will proceed with It at
once.
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MAIM: TEXTUAL LEASES
SOMERSET RAILROAD.
Portland, Me., April 26. On the
call of Clerk Cleaves, of the Maine
Central railroad, the stockholders met
today and ratified the agreement
made by Dhe directors to lease the
Portland & Rumford Falls railroad,
the new corporation, of which much
has been said of late, and also ratified
the leasing of the Somerset railroad.
The Maine Central Is the trunk line
of Maine. It has in the past been a
splendidly effective factor
In
the
building up of the business of the
state. Step by step it has gone on
making possible the development of
the unrivalled water power of the
state In the new sections of the state,
adding to the summer resorts, and In
short, In all things serving the state.
It has become a great Institution, and
it must look to the state for business. The step was taken to facilitate
the entrance of the Canadian Pacific
railroad into the state, instead of
blocking that purpose, as some have
charged. It can build, if it chooses,
by the Portland & Rumford railroad
and Its branches a line to Megantic,
and from that point to Portland, and
the haul will be. It Is said, t.'.O mile
nearer than Halifax, and 130 miles
nearer than St. Johns.

New York, April 26. Complete exposure of the plan by which several
hundred thousand, tl aur worth ot
bonds were stolen from the Trust
Company of America, may be In the
hands of District Attorney Jerome before night. Both W. o. Douglas, assistant loan clerk for the trust company, who was arrested on the charge
of stealing these bonds, and O. M.
Dennett, the broker, who was taken
Into custody, were examined today by
the district attorney. How much the
I R E I IG I X G STEW A I IT
RIVER I OR GOLD. officials succeeded In getting out of
Is not known but it is said
Dawson City.
Yukon Territory, Douglas
that Dennett voluntarily
made a
April 26. The gold production of the clean-breaof the whole affair. AskYukon district Is likely to be enormif
ed
anticipated
he
another arrest
ously Increased by dredging opera- would come as
the result of Dennett's
tions soon to be begun along tho statement. Jerome
"No."
answered
Yukon-Alaska
Stewart river.
The
Oold Dredging company, controlling
.MacAnliiir to Meet Jap.
leaseholds of some 8,000 acres of rich
placer grounds on the Stewart and
San Francisco, April 26. Lieutenneighboring rivers. Is preparing for ant General MacArthur, together with
the Installation of a lleet of powerful Lieutenant Colonel Frank Winn, Madredges ami for the opening up of jor William H. Hart
and Colonel
extensive tracts of new country. The John L. Chamberlain, left this city
value of these properties Is likely to yesterday for Seattle to meet General
be materially enhanced by the "co- Kurokl.
They may escort the disnstruction of the proposed Alaskan-Siberia- n tinguished Japanese warrior to tha
railroad, which Is to pass Jamestown exposition.
through Dawson, the Klondike capital. With Its known gold areas made
accessible, this territory is likely to
experience a mining boom of greater POOR
BUT DISPENSES
magnitude than any In the past.

Seattle, Wash., April 26. In an
explosion today In the Morgan Slope
mine at Black Diamond four men
were KllU'tL and five fat4.il
hurt.
Fourteen others were severely injured. The first two cars were descending In the mine when the explosion occurred on the sixth level,
laOn feet below the surface.
It is
supposed that a cave-I- n occurred last
night, causing an accumulation
of

st

J MLVroWX STAMPS
Ol' ATTRACTIVE DEMGN.

Jamestown,
Va., April 26. With
tile opening of the exposition came
the new postage stamps made expressly to commemorate the exposition, which will be In denominations
iti one anil two cents. The stamp
are In regular form, the one cent being green in color, and the two cent
carmine. The one cent will bear a
Vignette of Captain John Smith, arid
Ohe date of his death, 1080 and 1631.
In the upper left hand corner Is a
profile of Pocohontas, and In the upper right hand corner a profile of
Powhatan. The two cent stamp bears
a tine engraving of the landing of the
first
settlers at Jamestown.
The
stamps are placed on sale at
throughout the United States
today, the day of the opening of the
exposition.
post-offic-

I 'AST

DAY

es

IjUUUjl
A YEAR
Washington. D. C, April 26. The
best loved man in Washington, In
season and out, In one administration or another, regardless of weather, politics, race or color, and after
all Is said and done, is Rrigadier General Alexander Mackenzie, chief of
engineers. U. S. A.
General Mackenzie Is kind, patient,
gentle. Industrious, modest and poor.
He holds one of the most rasponslble

7

Chicago, April 26. A dispatch to
the Tribune from Washington says:
Four cities Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City
Seattle have already
hied more or less formal application
fur the honor or furnishing accom
modctions for the next republican na
tlonai convention. Other cities will
be hi ai d from before long, sugges
Hons aavi.ig been Informally
made.
Rythe time the national committee
meets early in December there will be
at leant a doxen cities contending for
the honor.
BRISK

FOR
ltlIlIX;
WAYS IX

Kill- NEW YORK
New York, April 26. It 1s said at
the office of the rapid transit com
mission that not only would there be
plenty of competition for the subway
loop connections for the terminals of
the three Manhattan bridges, tout for
the new subway routes, bids for
which are to be received today. Indications are that there will be at
least five or six bids for the construction work of the subways alone
These may be awarded separately
rrom the operating contracts If the
authorities are so inclined. On the
other hand, both contracts may be
awarded to the same bidder. In any
event there Is no lear that the new
subways will not .ie operated It built
and the prospects of better transit
facilities are, In the estimation of the
officials concerned, growing brighter
every day.
A RLE WEDDING
CELEBRATED IX UOKTOX.
Iioston, April. 26. Yesterday Representative W. A. Webster was married to Miss Mabel Florence Gray.
The 'bride was for many years a pub
lic stenographer, and did much work
for many lawyers. Among these was
Webster, who became smitten with
her pleasant ways, and soon proposed.. He told a friend that she could
take him without a mistake, but the
smile of the reporter made him say
quickly that it was his dictation that
she tool; so accurately. The wedding
took td.ice at the house of the bride
at Atlantic, and the ceremony was
perfo. med by Rev. Miller, pastor of
the Methodist church.
The happy
couple started today on a wedding
trip to Germany.
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DEPUTY SHERIFF
GENERAL AI.EV. MUKENZIE.
"Kind, gentle, inixlcst, poor."
positions in the army, having supervision of all the engineering projects
of the federal go- eminent
all har-

ATTEXICO

STANDARD NoToNGER
GETS

BIGJIFEERENTIAl

bor and river improvement, the
shooting affray took place here
building of Jettie.-- . the construction 4 today between Deputy Sheriff
W. K. Tipton and Constable By- the plar.iig "f tirldges over
navigable streams, and the like. He
ron Parrlsh,
of
in
Portales.
attends to the details of the fpend- which the former was instantly
killed. The affair created much
General Mackenzie Is the kind of
excitement for the time being,
a man w ho will get up in the mid- -' 4 us It occurred in broad daylight
'lie ot the liiylit and dress and go to 4 and on the Main street. At the
liis orliie to do a favor for some
time of the shooting the deputy
young and
newsiuiper man 4 as attempting to disarm Par- o i n lie !.. er
before, and does
fish, which the latter resented
by drawing a
not expe.i to see again.
He will
and
shooting him dead.
llo.lv inj is kind i'l'l syni- -
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Cleveland. April 2. The Cleveland
Plalndealer today says'
The railroads have made big core
cessions to the Independent oil men.
The Independents will no longer have
to pay 1103 for the return of an
empty tank from the Pacific coast to
any refinery east of the Missouri river.
The rate that, it Is said, has
been a big factor In the success of the
Standard, Is withdrawn. Both moves
are made in advance of an Interstate
commerce commlsstoin hearing at
Washington. May 21. Notice to this
effect has been received at the headquarters of the National Petroleum
association In this city.
This readjustment of rates meang
that the standard loses Its exclusive
rate of 78 hi cents a hundred from the
Central Freight and Trunk Line association territory to the western
coast.

MURDERER
IS PROBABLY 1XSAXE.
Denver, April 26 John Shire, who
Is In Jail at Butte, Mont., awaiting examination for sanity, is reported to
have confessed that he murdered
Maurice L. Chaplan, In Denver, February 16, 1906.
Chaplan, who was
president of the Denver ' Auction
company, was shot In his house In the
presence of his wife and a vsltor
with whom he had been playing
cards, by a burglar whom he resist- STORK BRINGS
ed. At that time Shire was a bartender In this city.
SELF-CIIAKGE- D

NEGRO HELD FOR ATTACK
OX YOl'XO WHITE WOMAN.
Alton, 111., April 26. The police today arrested Plckard Sims, a negro,
and are holding him on suspicion that
he attacked Miss Violet Spencer and
slashed her with a rasor on the street
Sims asserts his innolast night.
iMlss Hpencer will
cence.
recover
from, her Injuries. Intense
excite
ment prevails
here.
....
FEXCIXO IXU THE
TITLE OF CHAMPION'.
New York. April 26. Tonight representatives of the New York Athletic club, the Turn Verln, the Brooklyn Fencers' club, and the Fencers
club, will strive for the championship
of the National Fencing club, at tho
Athletle club. Fencers ar entering
upon their busy seasu.r Like a great
many other American sports; fencing,
no matter how old Its history may
be abroad. Is of quite recent origin
and growth in this part of the country, and it was almost unknown, fifty
years ago, except by army officers.
Now there are a number of flourishing clubs In New York, not to speak
of smaller salles des amies, and the
sport finds equal favor with the
ladies as well as the men. It Is even
said that the Colony club, the new
women's social organization, is thinking of taking up fencing.
BABY SEAL FOLLOWS
MAX LIKE PET DOG.
Long Beach. April 26. E. A. East-

man, proprietor of a shell store, found

on the sands a week ago a baby seal
only a few days old. He Is feeding the
seal fish soaked In 'milk and It Is

growing stronger dally. It now attempts to follow Mr. Eastman and
evinces no desire to return to the
ocean.

JUSTICE GREEN HANDS

BAD MEN

CASH

WITH EVERY BOY

Sl'I-CII- K
ADHERENT OF ANTI-RACTHEORY STIRS IP EX.
TH I'M ASM BY PAYING
PREMIUMS.
St. Paul. April S6. For the third
time within the last two years County
Comlssloner Sleber, of Barnesville,
Minn., has been called upon to pay
$100 as a result of the visit of the
story to the home of one of his children. Mr. Sieber first became a grandfather two years ago. and In his enthusiasm he offered to give $100 to
every grandson born to his children
during his lifetime. He Is an adhersulcidg. theories
ent of the anti-rac- e
promulgated by, President Roosevelt,
but Is partial tn toy and offers-- no
premium on, ieniale chlldriyi,1
E

'

TAOS COONTY

,

REGIS- -'

TERS ITS APPROVAL
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Taos, N. M., April 26. A warm
welcome Is given here to the news of
the change In the office of territorial
governor. Hagerman's course, while
In office was anything but satisfactory
to the citizens here, especially to loyal
republicans, and President Roosevelt's
course In requesting his resignation
and appointing his successor Is generally approved.
The new governor.
Captain Curry, is personally known to
many of our prominent men. all of
whom predict for him a successful administration. The only regret Is that
the change comes so late.
PRES1DEXT CREDITED
WITH MAKING PEACE".
Washington, April 26. President
Roosevelt has been given credit for
materially assisting In bringing about
amity between Nicaragua and Salvador, as shown by the following cablegram to him from President Zelaya,
of Nicaragua, received today:
"Peace signed day before yesterday
I think your excelat Amapala.
lency for your great work towardj
achieving that happy recult."

ILLINOIS CENTRAL SI ED
FOR THREE MILLION TAXES.
Springfield, III., April 26. Attorney
Socorro. N. M., April 26. Jus- 'Stead stated today that he
4 tlce of the Peace A. E. Green 4 General
would tomorrow begin suit IK the cir4 on Wednesday last placed under 4 cuit
court
of La Salle county against
4 bonds of 1500 each for their 4
the Illinois Central railroad for
4 subsequent appearance, OUie H.
back taxes alleged to be du.
4 Glaze, Edward Oldham and D.
the state from the railroad company.
B. Roberts, three would-b- e
bad- This is the case in which the supreme
men. The trio was captured by
court held It had no Jurisdiction.
4 Lieutenant John W. Collier, of
the Mounted police,
and In- COCXTRY ISING IP
spector Lock Carmlchel, of the
ALL IXMIEST SUPPLIES.
Cattle Sanitary board, at a point
Washington, April 26. The Cnlted
thirty-fiv- e
on the Gila river,
States forest service has Issued a cirmiles northwest of Sliver City.
cular saying that this country conFor some time these men nave
sumes every year between three and
been engaged in the pastime of
four times more wood than all Its
shooting down cattle and com- forests grow In the meantime, and
mining other depredations of a
that If this Is continued the result
like useless and unprofitable na- will be a timber famine.
The polture. Their last exploit seems
icy of the government to control and
to have been the wanton 'killing
regulate Is commended as the only
of fine bulls und two cows be
remedy.
longing to the Red River Cai.le
company. No use whatever was
made of the animals except that 4 HAGERMAN FIGHTING D OPERa quantity of tallow was taken
ATE FOR JOB OF GOIEHNOIC
from one of the cows. When
captured the men were traveling with a wagon and were well
armed. They had between them
three 4
Colts' revolvers
understood that Percy Hager- and two Winchester rifles, beside
man, brother of the deposed
a considerable quantity of amexecutive, who arrived on the
munition.
flyer from Santa Fe at noon, has
On the day of their arrest they
retained the services of Neill B.
had called at the D Bar ranch, 4
Field, democratic attorney, and t
where they were given a sud- Mr. Field will go at once to
ply of provisions. They showed
Washington to plead with the t
their thanks for the courtesy by
president to
Herbert
shooting and carrying off a hum- - 4
J. H merman as governor. It is
4 her of t hickens.
understood also that District At- torney Frank W. Clancy will ac- company Mr. Field, the govern- MIST TRY ACTION" I'OIt
or's brother and several others,
who are deeply interested, to the a
DECREE NAMING SEN VT lit.
Hakerstield. Cal., April
national capital. The confeieuce 4
The
sensational divorce suit llled by Clarthis afternoon w as a lengthy one
ence Young against his wife. Kissie
and a plan of campaign
was
Young, naming Senat ir Greenwell, of
mapped out. according lo re- ports,
in
It
'anta Barbara, as
is forlornly
which
must
be tried out in a Kern county court.
hoped, the boy executive may
Judge Bennett having denied the
get another chance
plaintiff s motion for dismissal.
A
In the face of the announce- short time after the suit was tiled
mei:t from the Whr.e House that
Judge Bennett made uu order grantthe removal of iruriumi w is
ing Mrs. Young alimony .attorney's
a closed incident, th-ia- -t
at- fees and expense during the suit and
tempt in t lie li'- - g
s be- - 4
'
Young thereupon tiled an order with
cury mui h
half doe.
the coUIlt) lie! k I'm t!i- - dinuiss.il of
WclkihI.
tile tJM.
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4 Special to The Evening Citizen.
Texlco,
April 1:6. A fatal

of levees,

i'.ii--ti-

San Francisco, April 26. Superior
Judge Hebbard, of this city, who was
denounced by Assistant District Attorney Francis J. Heney last night, In
an address to the students of Stanford university, appeared before Police Judge Welter today and swore to
a complaint asking for the arrest of
Heney on the grounds of criminal
libel. Heney Is quoted as saying that
Hebbard had been repeatedly characterized as unfit andtstlgmatlzed as
a disgrace to the legal profession.

FASHION'

COMPTROLLER HIIGELY
WILL KH'CEED ECKELS.
Chicago, April 26. Wm. B. Ridge-lfederal comptroller of the currency, is to aucced the late James H.
Eckles as president of the Commer
cial National bank, according to persistent rumors in Washington and
Chicago.
No official announcement
has been given out by the directors of
the bank, but financial men are Inclined to believe the rumor.

OllSERirilt

IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Concord, N. H., April 26. According to the proclamation of Governor
Floyd, yesterday was observed as
fast day generally. Governor Floyd
defends the institution notwithstanding the attempts in the recent session of the legislature to discontinue
it. He said in his proclamation:
"I
am not one of those who think that
this practice honored by long usage,
has lost its potency for good. I am
of the opinion that the recent effort
that has marked the movement to
SIZES A rilt'KX II FOR $10
abolish fast day, if directed to insure
WORTH OF PltAYEHS. the proper observance favor and
would speedily restore the
New York. April 26. Believing that
prayers have a cash as well as a spir- day to its former significance.
itual value. Joseph Abrahams has begun suit In the city court of Kingston, RREATIIITT COI XTY JIRY
WAS I N AIU.E TO Af.REE.
N. V., to have such value judicially
Lexington, Ky., April 26. The Jury
determined.
In
case
of Bill Urltton, charged
the
The congregation Ahavalh Israel Is
j
defendant.
Abrahams seeks to re- ulth the assassination of Town Mar--to!
cover for one day's continued praying. shal Cockrill. at Jackson, failed
agree
and were discharged
today.
$10.
The prayers were offered, he
claims, on the Jewish New Yeark, In This was one of the Rreathit. county
cases.
In
feud
which
Hargl.i.
Senator
1904, when he was employed to ay
them all day at the synagogue on his brother Judge Hargls. and others
I'nion street.
The congregation de- were charged with participation.
nies that it promised to pay J 10 to
SAYS ' BLACK llNI" HAS
Abrahams.
FIFTY BRANCHES IN V. S.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.. April 26 At the
Grau l.inis
Fortune.
trial here of thirteen alleged "Black
New York. April 26. The will of Hand' consi pii ators. an Italian witthe late Maurice (Irau, for years man. ness testified that there were fifty
ager of the Metropolitan opera houe, branches "f the
order in the United
and who died recently in Paris, di- Stn'e-- . He said it was almost imposvides a very lar-fortune equally be. sible for a victim sentenced tj death
tween his wife and only chil l Mia., to escape
He told of threats to
Lulu Grau
The value of the estate bla. kmail him and when he refused
Is not given.
knjA.i
Wei
to pay his home wj, dynamit-- i inj
lillsUie-- s

CONFESSES

Concessions to Inde
pendent Oil People-Mea- ns
Much to Consumers. '

Negro Slashes Young Woman on Done In View of Interstate Comthe Street With Razor. In
merce Commission Hearing
Alton. Illinois.
Twenty First of May.

April 28. The CROWD OX FIRST WAV
Norfolk,
Va
TOO BIO TO HANDLE
exposition,
Jamestown
The great crowd which sought Hi
a land and water display such as was exposition grounds today was hamnever attempted In this country or pered by transportation facilities. The
on foreign shores, opened today with trolley roads from Norfolk to
Point, the site of the exposi
that pomp and ceremony which al- tion, were
congested early and the
ways attend any event where the docking facilities for the scores of ex
president of the United States Is the cursion steamers were also lnsufn-clen- t.
boats laden with pascentral figure, and diplomatic repre- sengers Many
were held up off the short
sentatives of foreign nations, gov- for hours.
ernors of states and like dignitaries
While the president was speaking
the wildest confusion prevailed di
are honored guests and participants.
or. me grano. stand
Tni,i.. t ih ,nnim Pri,loni recuy inu iront
cue purloins auu suiruib
Roosevelt reviewed from the deck of caueu
OCBOND THIEVES MAKE A REPUBLICAN CONVENof the great crowd. There was dan MINE
the Mayflower the war vessels anch- gcr that women and children might
ored in Hampton Roads. He reached he crushed, and guards had to force
Discovery landing, having been trans- their way Into the throng to stop the
CLEAN BREAST OF
CURS
TION IS IN 6REAT
ferred in a naval launch from his pushing.
FEET
Kven then the progf-amyacht, shortly before noon, and amid was Interrupted many times. Finally
applause from thousands gathered to troops In close order formed a guard
voice their welcome, he was received j between the lines and the grand
by the exposition management, 'men stand
THEUATTER
lonowen me program lor opening iu
the public the enterprise commemorERK lURNED
HOUSES
ating the 300th anniversary of the
BI T NO LIVF.S LOST
A fire resulting from a leaky gaso
first English settlement In America,
frame Nine Were Killed and Four- Trust Company Clerk and the Four Cities Have Already Apwhich program Included an address line lamp destroyed several
by Harry St. George Tucker, president buildings at Pine Beach, just outside
exposition grounds
of the exposition, and one by Presi- the Jamestown
teen Were Severely In
plied and Many Others
Broker Who Handled the
dent Roosevelt. Singing was by the early today. Among the burned buildy
hotels.
exposition chorus of 100 trained ings were three
Will Do So.
Bonds Talk to Jerome.
Jured by Explosion.
voices.
These were filled with people but the
i
The pressing of the gold button by guests had arisen and no fatalities or
President Roosevelt, which marked accidents are reported. The exposi
the opening, was followed by review tion fire department saved the ad PROBABLY A CAVE IN
THERE WILL NOT BE
COMMITTEE WILL NOT
joining property.
ot the assembled military forces.
ANY FURTHER ARRESTS
MEET TILL DECEMBER
DURING THE NIGHT

VAN

MAN

TO MURDER LAST YEAR

Fire Destroyed Three Frame Buildings Erected as Hotels to
Accommodate the Vast Number of Those
Attending the Exposition,
r

J

ON WALL

ONJJBEL

lP

President Roosevelt Opened the Jamestown Exposition in Memory of the
First Permanent Settlement
Made by Our Forefathers.
10

iP

;

SEE

win

SUES HENEY
Wilt I1

ACCOMMODATIONS WERE NOI ADEQUATE

BARD RAILROADS

t

4
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACE TWO.
for the
of $4CM0
construction of two piers, which the
nature of the shore made necessary.
The Palace of Machinery and
Transportation, one of the largest
buildings of the exposition, containing
850,000 square fret of exhibit space,
will house the greater part of the
transportation display at the exposition. The building is In a central part
of the ground, overlooking the waters
of Hampton Roads, is of permanent
brick and concrete construction and
Is considered one of the mot attractive structures on the grounds. In an
official statement the exposition otfl- cers say: "Owing to the fact that the
government Is considering the advisability of holding official speed and
endurance tests for motor cars at the
exposition In connection with the war
department and the postoftice department services, great Interest was manifested In every part of the country by
manufacturers of such vehicles, and a
very complete exhibit was brought
out.
comThe Jamestown
mission of Rhode Island had made
for the Rhode Island exhibit at the
exposition duplicates of several colonial Hags, ami also of the state flag of
historic note. In silk, which are on
exhibition, with portraits of General
Green, Commodore Perry. Admiral
Hopkins and other famous Rhode Islanders. These flags Include the red
cross flag of England, which originalflag
ly floated over the colony; the
prescribed for the colonies of England
nag
of Com- - '
Edward Andres: , the blue
, r,
I..
mouore . .1,
used mi
'liver riazr.aio i
the battle of Lake Erie, with the motto, "I)on't give up the ship;" the flag
of the revolution, with the white field
and gold stars; the famous flag of Admiral Hopkins, with the rattlesnake,
and the motto, Don't tread on the
'8;' " the flag of Commodore Matthew
C. Perry, In the 50's. with its twenty-nin- e
stars, and the present state flag
and national emblem. There is also a
photograph of the old Gaspee commission, and other historic articles taken
from the state house, where they have
been kept for many years as a part of
the history of the state.
There is sent from the Frankford
arsenal, Philadelphia, a most interesting exhibit of all the machinery
and materials needed for the manufacture of cartridges. A specially Interesting feature of the exhibit Is the
new "S" bullet, recently adopted by
It is an Improvethe government.
ment on the rJY'e of the pointed bullet
used by the French army. The penetration and velocity of this bullet are
much greater than in the case of the
or other models. Besides the number of machines that
will be in operation, samples of each
step of the processes will be displayed
In such a manner as to show distinct
ly each working necessary to produce
the finished article from the raw ma
terial. A series of the styles of ma
chinery used to produce the ammuni
tion forms an interesting feature of
The machinery makes
the exhibit.
cartridges at the show.
The automatic measuring machine is probably
calculated to attract as much attention as any exhibit In the exposition.
To avoid any danger of an explosion,
raw flaxseed, which Is nearest in
weight to the grain of the powder, is
used in demonstrating the working of
The working force at
the machine.
the arsenal is 800 men. and 600 are
employed In the various departments
of cartridge manufacture.
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THREE HUNDRED
YEARS AGO
T ODAY
First English Speaking Colony Landed ot Jamestown.
Virginia.
EXPOSITION OPENED
OF

Roosevelt
Delivered
Opening Address and Then
Pressed the Cold Button.

President

LEGISLATION FOR

CONGRESS
Roosevelt Will Advise That
Law be Enacted on Appraising Railroads.
AMERICAN ROADS WORTH
NINE BILLION

won

It-

I

1

Ini-ud-

F. J. CHENEY & Cr
Toledo, Ohio.
75c.
Take Hall s Family Pills for constipation.
Sold by all Druggists.

DOLLARS

Commercial Valuation, on Physical Property. Would be Happy Medium.
Washington, I). C, April 26. It
can be stated upon authority that
President Roosevelt has under serious consideration the advisability of
recommending In his first message
tiV
the sixtieth congress that a law-benacted authorizing a valuation of
the railroads of the United States as
a basis In making or changing rates.
Three valuation plans have been under consideration by government officials, namely:
First A valuation based on the
amount It would take to duplicate
the roads.
A valuation based on earnSecond
ing power, known as the commercial
valuation.
Third A valuation based on present capitalization.
The first was proposed and discussed In the senate by Senator La
Follette, of Wisconsin; the second
was suggested by the railroads; the
third is said to represent President
Roosevelt's Ideas on the subject.
Two years ago the census bureau
placed a commercial valuation on the
railroads of the country. It was estimated at a little more than eleven
billion dollars. The census valuation
for 1900 was more than nine billion
dollars. Thlsh shows an Increase In
railroad values In a period of four
years of over two billions. It is estimated that values have enhanced
about two billion dollars since 1904,
so that thirteen billions approximately. Is close to the commercial value
of the roads today.
Federal officials say that the value
of existing physical property, under
the La Follette plan, would be. much
less than the amount named, while
the capitalization valuation proposed
by the president would exceed that
amount. The commercial valuation, in
the opinion of some authorities, appears to be the happy medium.
The railroads will not be valued by
the government this year. But congress will doubtless be asked by the
president to provide the funds and
erect machinery for the purpose next
winter.
An official of the census bureau In
discussing the subject expressed the
opinion that a commercial valuation
Is the only proper method to follow.
He said that no honest man could
object to It. He continued:
"A physical valuation, that Is determining the cost of duplicating the
roads, would work injustice to the
carriers and investors. I do not take
any stock In the recent declaration
of an Interstate commerce commissioner that the physical value of the
roads now would exceed the capitalization of the roads. If this were true
the railroads would naturally favor a
physical valuation.
"As to the commercial valuation I
have this to say. The railroads now
report to the Interstate commerce
commission annually what their net
earnings are. Now what sum of
money invested at a fair rate of Interest will draw the equivalent of
the net earnings. Whatever It Is It
should be he basis of valuation. OI
course there would be controversy as
to the Interest rate that should arbitrarily be llxed as a basis of computation, but the government could
arrive at the rate by striking an average of Interest rates on stocks and
bonds on the various railroads and
other commercial
concerns. This
valuation should be made for a series
of years and then the average should
be struck.
It would furnish an incentive for railroads to economize in
management and run their net earnings up as high as possible.
It would

Jamestown. Va.. April 26. The
great exposition opened its doors and
welcomed the public to its celebration
of the landing at
of the
Jamestown, with everything in a statu
of preparedness and an ability to receive and provide for the guests
drawn from the whole continent and
the outside world. They have come
In thousands, officially and individually, from every state in the union, and
from nearly every nation on the globe.
The president of the United States arrived In ample time on the Mayflower,
which he established as his headquarters.
The governors of the several
states are on hand, and have personally inspected the buildings that have
been erected for their separate states.
The crowds were early at work Inspecting the buildings, with special
Interest In those from their own state,
and In wandering through the buildings erected by the exposition authorities.
Salutes from Admiral EvanB fleet
of warships to the foreign fleets which
presented a grand spectacle in the
EUREKA!
broad waters of Hampton Roads
Tea, I Have Found It at Last.
awoke the echoes at an early hour.
Found what? Why that Chamber-Iain'- s
The fleet consisted of the battleships
Salve cures eczema and all
Connectltcut and Texas and the cruisItching of the skin. I
ers Washington, Tennessee and Brook- manner of afflicted
for many years
have
been
lyn, with the Maine. Indiana, Ohio,
had to get up
Louisiana, Missouri, with skin disease. I every
New Jersey,
night and
Georgia, Rhode Island, Kersarge, three or four times
to allay the
water
wash
with
cold
Kentucky,
Illinois, Alabama and terrible Itching,
using
since
this
but
Iowa. The salutes of the American salve In December, 1905, the itching
vessels were to the fleets of eleven has stopped and has not troubled tne.
v natlons-r-BritiHl-v
French, Swedish,
John T. Ongley, Rootville,
Italian, Germany, Austria, Japan, Ar- Pa.Elder
For sale by all druggists.
gentine, Brazil. Chili and Portugal.
o
Never before has Hampton Roads, so
admirably fitted to accommodate the
navies of the world, had such a grand A NEW HOUSE
and Imposing display, the fine vessels
being all In holiday attire and presenting a very handsome and attracMOVING STUNT
tive appearance.
The public were
greatly interested in and Impressed
by the spectacle of so many and so
"fine a lot of war vessels.
England's
movers as well as railroads
fleet was the largest, and was under are"House
learning new methods every day,
the command of Rear Admiral Ne- and like other industries, often from
Admiral Dewey was one of
ville.
other," said Charles J. Wilson, a
the distinguished naval men present each known
house mover of Wheeling,
and took great pride in the looks of well
city this
V. Va.., who was in the
the American ships.
morning, en route to California and
exthe
J President Roosevelt reached
Mexico, on a short vacation.
position grounds about 11:30, the
Emporia," con"I stopped off
Mavflower passing through the col tinued "Mr. Wilson,at "and while wanumns of saluting foreign and Ameri- dering around that vicinity I saw an
can warships In Hampton Roads. He Incident wlhch certainly Impressed
was escorted to the reviewing stand on me.
Santa Fe has been reducLee's Parade in the rear of the audi- ing theThe
grade on the Emporia cut-o- ft
The speechmaking and when the work
torium building.
was completed
feature of the celebration began at the station at Melvern hal to be reonce.
An invocation was made by moved some distance. To move the
the Rt. Rev. Alfred Maglll Randolph, depot a string of flat cars were used.
bishop of the diocese of southern Vir- -'
building was jacked up and roll
glnia, and a brief address toy Harry The
cars, which were then
ed onto
St. George Tucker, president of the run over the
a temporary piece of track
exposition company, preceded the o the new
location. In less than a
president's address.
day's time the Job was done."
President Roosevelt delivered a
lengthy address, at Its close pressing a
gold button, and immediately the maWhen Cascarets Candy
chinery of the great show was in mo:::
tion, a thousand flags were unfurled
Cathartic wer invent
on the exposition buildings and a sa.vac
1896,
formula
and
the
by
lute to the nation was tired
the
OP
combined American and foreign fleet
perfected after much experiin the Roads, and by the garrison at
mental Jabor by highly scienFortress Monroe.
At the conclusion of the salute the
tific chemists, it was our ain
exposition bands played "The Star
Commands the Consumer's
not only to produce a perfect
Spangled Banner," the troops presentConfidence
ed arms and the great concourse stood
combination of EFFECTIVE
with uncovered heads.
CONSTITUENTS, but to
The parade of the soldiers and
sailors of the t'nited States was the have every ingredient the very best in point of PURITY and
next feature. The president review
ed the marching defenders of the QUALITY that could be obtained.
country from a grand stand, where
were gathered the honored guests of
We established a standard of PURITY and QUALITY
the occasion, including the diplo
inatlc corps, the official committees of and MEDICINAL STRENGTH, that has been maintained for
the senate and house of representa
tives and the governors of slates, two all these years, and every Cascaret tablet has been as harmless,
of whom were here.
pure, gentle and effective as every other one.
The day closed with a reception to
President Roosevelt, between 5 and
The substances that enter into a medicinal formula, to pro
o'clock.
the desired effect, to be SAFE and ever TRUSTWORTHY,
duce
The Norfolk Light Artillery Blues
began the celebration with a salute of MUST be clean, fresh, carefully selected and compounded with
three hundred guns, commemorating
the three hundredth anniversary of painstaking supervision.
the first English settlement of Amer
The eternal vigilance necessary to secure the ingredients of
ica. The public school children of
Norfolk were given a holiday to visit Cascarets in the most PERFECT CONDITION, so as to get
the exposition, and there was a great
crowd of them here.
the best effect without any danger from intruding substances,
Some of the religious bodies that
were active in bringing about a reso has never been relaxed.
lution by the exposition governors and
What is the result?
a provision in the congressional ap
propriation act making Sunday clou
There has oever been a disappointment, never complaint. The people
lug of the amusement features mandatory, are now interested In a propo ef America are today buying over ONE MILLION BOXES a month of Cassition to throw open the gates of the carets Candy Cathartic, a recognition of their dependable qualities to do what
grounds on Sundays in connection it claimed for them, as the best medicine FOR THE BOWELS as yet discovered.
with services on a large scale, either
Our patrons are all our friends, loyal and more than satisfied of the steadIn the open or in the large admlriU
fast, honest, reliable MERIT of our preparation. It is today the trreattbt
building and auditorium
tratlon
Overtures are being made to the FAMILY MEDICINE in the world.
managers of the exposition with
We attribute Cascarets" great success to PURITY, QUALITY and
view of arranging public religious MEDICINAL
EFFICIENCY, backed by Truth and Honesty ia our dealing
services and a conference is being held
on the subject
The Congress of the United States, on June 30, 1906, passed a PURE
i F.Ai ritKs or i iik
FOOD AND DRUGS ACT to protect the Health of the People against adulterm
N
X
SI
EX
P
TH
J
ation, misstatement and careless processes. This law went into effect January
Jamestown, Va., April 26. The I, 1907, and will belp to banibb
all questionable practices and preparations. We
federal governent made a gift
Jija.ooii to the exposition company eudorse the law.
outright, and ha expended large sum
The essence of this law was anticipated by the makers of Cascarets when
in other wuys to favor the enterprise
d.e Cm box was made ten years ago, and every precaution was taken to estabIt a i devoted 1 uo.OOO to the govern
lish Cascarrtt as the standard, reliable and responsible Dowel medicice for the
lnei.t Inrlill.ig, while congress appro
Aiericau People.
pii.ileil a !iii;'"ii and a half to the ex
We shall contiwe in our purpose to produce the best product potable, ar 1
fifty
thou
position, iiiir hundred and
Htw proud of the confidence of cur
a commercial confidence wliu.li will
sin. il,,;,ari huve been spent by the
government for buildings, exclusive o sever be betrayed. All druggists, luc.i.Sc, .0c. Try a little lUc box TODAY. ?se
the tluo.tiuu devoted exclusively ti
the negro building. There was ali- -

PURITY
PRODUCT

mii.

e.

1

Krag-Jorgens-

put a premium on economy of administration.
..
-- w
r
",,...)
,'mm,ii Oilier
RIII'O'H null line o
cost of valuing the railroad properties
of this country.
authorities
Some
say that a physical valuation would
,lr.l- t(I, Mil Oil .III ......O ,IIIUn
IlliillMII
lars. others place It at a much
smaller amount."
There Is more Cntarrn in tnts section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and until the last few years
was supposed to tie Incurable.
For a
great many years doctors pronounced It
a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly falling to cure
with local treatment, pronounced Incur-HblScience has proven catarrh to
be a constitutional disease and therefore
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. 3.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
constitutional cure on the market. Jt
is taken Internally In doses from 10
drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. They offer one hundred dollars
for any case It falls to cure. Bend for
Address:
circulars and testimonials.
,
I
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PLAY

National
New York at Philadelphia.
Huston nt Hrooklyn.
Chicago at St. Louis.
Cincinnati at Pittsburg.

3

Cincinnati
Boston . .
St. Louis
Brooklyn

.65

.4d0
.400
.273
.125

WANTKU

avenue.

SUPPLIES

605

Roma

Chocolate and hon bou
dipper. Inonlre 21 ! South Second.
WANTED A round top writing desk.
N. H. Andrus, 110 XVest Gold avenue.
WANTKU
Plain sewing, to go out by
the day. or to take it in.
Call 507
South Second.
WANTKD
Situation, by an experienced accountant and office man.
J. B. P., Evening Citizen.
Soups.
Nail
Bath Hrii-lic- s.
WANTED Gentle horse to work in
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
light wagon for his feed. Apply at
Corn Fluster. Corn Kilo.
once to A. W. Hayden, 412 West
MiainiHM) Cream, Hair Tonics,
Copper avenue.
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
stylish
WANTED Ladles wanting
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Etc, Etc.
Miss Crane, 612
Second
North
street. Prices low.
Also appren-tlce- s
wanted.
'Phone 944.
second-han- d
WANTED
Oentleman-- a
clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
P ositlou as Job composl-to- r
WANTED
in good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give bent of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
FOIt KENT.
FOR RENT Three room cottage. In
quire at 501 North Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping.
401 South
Occidental Life Building. Cor.
Edith.
Iliillroad Ave. and Broadway.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
ed rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth
and Railroad. Apply at rear.
plnved ball, according to 1'ed himFOR RENT Two all new housekeep
self.
ing rooms, well furnished, Including electric lights, water and bath;
Sandow Mertes may find a bunk
south and east front $14.00. 519
with the White fox.
West Railroad avenue.
E. P. Golden.
Longboat, the famous Indian runner, captured the Boston Marathon FOR RENT Light, airy, well-fu- r
nished rooms for rooming or light
race.
housekeeping.
All rooms opening on the outside.
Price, $1 per
N'lck Altrock was the first White
week and up.
Minneapolis House,
He
Sox twirler to get a shutout.
524 South Second.
A. T. Devore,
turned the trick against St. Louis.
W A.NTKI)

--

and

Toilet Accessories

."

n;

85

R.

Pueblo
Batteries Newiln and
Gilbert and Smith.
At Omaha
Denver
Batteries Pagen
and
Adams and Kalusky.
At Pes Moines

5
4

H. E.
9
9

3
3

Sheehan;

Tony Hoss. Xew Castle. Pa., has
been selected as Mike Schreck's next
victim. The bout comes off at Dayton,
hlo. May 3. Mike is carrying on a

R. H. E. regular campaign with a view of ad5
3 vertising himself enough to draw a
2
good purse In a light with some real
fighter.
R. H. E.
1
1
5
Des Moines
"Jinson has gone crazy."
7 12
0
Lincoln
"That's too bad. What was the
Spurer
and rou Vile?"
Batteries Sessions.
Yeager, Clcotte and Sullivan.
"Cigarets."
"
"Went crazy from smoking
American Association.
Columbus-Kansas
At
Columbus
"Nope was In some country town
City game postponed; rain.
where he couldn't get "em."
At
Toledo
game postponed; rain.
Indianapolis-Milwaukee
At Indianapolis
SHORT TALKS BY
game postponed: rain.
At
Louisville Louisville 2; St.
Paul, 4.
L.
COOPER.
Omtling;

ciga-ets?-

i

Toledo-Minneapol-

Til's TO

TIIK YOlMisTEI'S
Xu. 5.
stealing Is made easy alter
one learns to slide properly, but purloining a base does not lie entirely in
votir ability to slide.
Base

A

good lead from the base you are

MEDICINE.

It's curious what tome people

believe
They teem to think
because 1 advertise
my preparations I
claim they will cure
anything and every,
1
"aww J
thing. Well, I don't.
The other day I
got a letter from a
woman who said
her husband bad
been in bed eighteen
yeara with paralysis. She had bought
seven bottles ot the
Cooper medicines
and ber husband
MISS ISiiCSOX.
waa still in bed.
She stated that 1 was a scoundrel, a robber
and various other pleasant things.
Now the only thing 1 claim for Cooper's
New Discovery is that it will put the
stomach in working order. 1 know that
it this is done, rheumatism, constipation,
kidney and liver troubles, nervoucness,
and the general tired out, despondent feelcases out
ing will disappear ia ninety-nin- e
of a hundred. I know this medicine to be
a fine tonic which used twice year will
throw off impurities and add flesh, strength
and tone to the entire system. But it
will not do the impossible. No medicine
on earth will do snore than help nature.
Certain diseases are beyond all medicine,
although God in bis wisdom may aome
knowledge
day give us (rail humane
ol bow to cure them. At present I know
Cooper's New Discovery to be as thoroughly efficient a medicine as wss ever on
the market, and people who will take it
for the common ills to which flesh is heir
will be more than satisfied.
Here is a letter from one who has tried:
."For a long time 1 have suffered from
severe headachea, weakness, and pains in
my back and sides."
"Nothing 1 tried gave me relief, and a
Iricnd advised me to try your medicine.
I improved Irom the first week. My backache and headache left me and 1 felt
myfelf growing stronger. My appetite
increased and I felt greatly improved in
every way. I am indeed thankful for the
benefit I bave received." Miss Jennie
Isaacson, No. 18 15tb Avenue, West,

medicine will do.

rounts for a great deal. A great
fault with youngsters is that they hug
first base too closely after getting
there. The average lad can easily
take a lead of at least tnree feet
are
more, except when
working. You must watch these
southpaws closely, for they have a
very deceptive motion, as though
about to throw the ball to the batter,
which will often catch you napping
off first. The umpire cannot call the
motion a balk.
watch
The successful
es the pitcher closely.
He studies
Kvery
him.
pitcher has some little
characteristic movement which he
makes Just before delivering the ball.
Watch for this motion, then start for
the next ling.
Because you have a little slides
la stealing bases, don't lie a "wild
You are not to
man" on the bags.
steal all the time. If you ale the
first man uii and reach tirst safely,
ou are not supposed io sieai ngni
away. It is the liatler s i u i to sacri
fice you to second.
Never attempt to steal when there
are two out and the pitcher is at the
bat. You may be caught. and as
piliiiers are usually poor hitters, he
will be the tlrst man up the following Dulutb, Minn.
inning.

on

rs

base-runn-

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels)
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $1
and as high as $200. Loana are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one rear giTen.
your
possession.
uoods remain In
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from nit
parte of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
$1$ West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Irs M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, $1 F.Bt..
N, W Waahlnlrtnn
T
r
.
t ,01119,
IVCRLI,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Jt. W. I). Brtan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albunner.
que, N. M. Office,
First National
t
Bank building.
E.
Dobson.
r(T1.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. II.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and t. Barnett hulldlna.
over O'Rielly'a drug -- tore. Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mai..
Edmund J. Aleer. D. . 8.
No. $06 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m to 12:30 p. m.; !:!
m. to 6 D. m. Both nhonea. An.
polntmenta made by mail.
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. It
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 88$. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. UUS1.
Office,
8, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given eacb
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
DRS. BRON'SON & BRONSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drusr Store. 'Phnn
Office and residence, 628.
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. S.
When your animals
r sink vm.
need a good veterinary surgeon. Cal.
up the old reliable. Phone No. 842.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone $16.
Colo., Red 111
--

A.

RORntrns

Commercial Club building.
Blaeh
or White hearse, $S.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms 4 6.47 Bar.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
join pnonea.

r
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Tboe. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Childers.
117
West Gold avenue.
HAIR DRESSER ATO CUIROPO- DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at Her parlor, No.
209 West Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough acalp treatment, de hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tlon of complexion cream builds up
the skin and Improves the complexion,, and Is guaranteed not to be
She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restortt
life to dead hair; remove
moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Also u
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of thee
preparations are purely vegetable
compounds. Have just added a vibrator machine for treatment or
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage.
NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, Lanl
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26,

is

T.

BASK HALL

PltOPERTT

PERSONAL

American Ifnguo.
Won. Lost. Pet.
7
Philadelphia
.700
.667
New York
.625
Cleveland .
Proprietor.
Chicago . .
.600
Took the whole l m Tamily for
.600
Detroit . .
FOIl SALE- Washington
.333 the White Sox to win the opening
Host on . .
.300 game at Chicago Donohue, iiough-ert- y FOR SALE Party will sacrifice type
writer, good as new.
Address
und Davis.
.200
St. Louis .
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
League.
Young John L. Sullivan at least FOR SALE Underwood typewriter.
Western
Won. Lost. Pet. has a popular name. He is a welter
good as new, cheap; new Interna6
2
Sioux City
.750 weight who will
tional Encyclopaedia, new, cheap,
by
be managed
5
XV. E. Mllllken. Library building.
Des Moines
.625 Johnny Mack.
.625
Lincoln
FOR SALE At the "Variety" The
4
.500
D. P. Rhodes Is talked of as a pos
Denver
very best of home-bake- d
bread,
2
(imaha
.250 sible member of the I'nlted States
pies,
cakes, doughnuts,
baked
1
.125 tennis team In the International tour- Pueblo
soup, candy, etc.; all homebeans,
lament at London,
Also staple groceries, dry
made.
t'AMES.
YESTERDAY
goods and notions. 606 South Arno.
Joe Cantllhm Is certainly the wise
'Phone 710.
guy.
In a recent game he sent up
Nallonal League.
R. H. K. three substitute batters In the ninth,
At Brooklyn
3 and two of them got hits.
6 12
Boston
1
5
0
Brooklyn
BAND
Brooklyn STAR OF ARSON
"Doc" Scanlon, star
Batteries Llndeman and Brown;
twirler. says the reason he Is retiring
Pastorlus and Ritter.
R. H. E. from base hall Is because President
At Philadelphia
7
2 Klibets could not see n $200 raise.
6
New York
GOES TO PEN
4
3 10
Philadelphia
Slugger Geo. Stone of
Batteries McClnnlty and Bower-ma- theChampion
St. Louis Americans, will certainCorrldon, Moren and Jacklitsch ly have
to "go some" to keep at the
At Cincinnati (incinnati-Pittsbur- g
AT
game, postponed from April 12, was head of the procession again. He has
a
miserable
start.
made
postponed today because of rain.
Louis
At St. Louis Chlcago-S- t.
Chicago American magnates are al
game postponed; wet grounds.
ready pocketing the biggest dividends
n
the history of the club. And the OLD JACK PAGE, CHIEF F1RE-IJ- I
American League.
G, INFORMED OX HIS WEALAt New York
R. H. E. iub owners are not far behind In
heir claims for 1907 season.
THY PALS AND 22 WENT TO
7
3
2
Washington
5
11 14
New York
STATE'S PRISON.
Rube Waddell sprung a new "old"
Hughes and Warner; Joke
Batteries
at New York. An anxious fan
Orth and Kleinow,
Washington?"
to Kube. "How's
At Detroit
R. H. E. said
Bryan, O., Apjrll 26. Eighty-fiv- e
He meant what's the score at Wash4
4 13
Philadelphia
ington,
no doubt, but Kube answered, years old, Jack Page, whose evidence
7
3
2
Boston
over 22 men to the Ohio peni
sent
'Crossing the Delaware."
Batteries
Bender and Schreck;
tentiary during the past two years
Tannehlll and Crlger.
Bill Squires Is Foxy. Xo rushing and broke up the worst gang of fire
At Detroit Detroit-S- t.
Louis game nto a fight right off the reel for him. bugs ever exposed in this country,
postponed; rain.
He has posted $3,000 to meet the has himself been sent to serve two
Cleveland-Chicago
At Cleveland
go. That years in the perltentiary for arson.
winner of the Burns-O'Brie- n
game postponed; rain.
An old indictment was revived, and
means he will have time to pick up
pleaded
guilty.some easy money by the exhibition Page
There was
Western league.
route.
At Sioux City
Sioux City

mo;

well-furni-

Won. Lost. Pet.
7
2
.778
K
3
.727
3
.687

Pittsburg

WANTED.
Woman at

PHARMACY

HOW TIIF.Y STAND
National League.
Chicago
New York
Philadelphia

BATH

The HIGHLAND

American League.
Philadelphia at lfosnm.
Washington at New Yolk.

an.
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Notice Is hereby given that Antonio
Palle, of Laguna, N. M., has filed notice of his intention to make final five-yeproof In support of his claim,
viz.:
Homestead entry No. 6842,
made February 12. 1902, for the 3
V4
NW 4 section 28, township 6 N,
range 5 W, and that Bald proof will
be made before Sllvestre Mirabel. U.
JACK PAGE. FIREIU'G AND
S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
OKMKK.
N. M., on May 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses to
nothing else for him to do. The judge prove
his continuous residence upo-itold him the action was a rebuke to and cultivation
of, the land, viz.:
him for trading upon his ability to Charles Carr, Lorenzo
Romero. Juan
convict other culprits.
Palle,. Jose M. Caco, all of Laguna.
It is also said that Page was sent N. M.
to the penltentiury largely to protect
MANUEL R. OTERO.
him from violence, as he la Maid to
Register.
have made additional revelations that
will cause a sensation greater than
NOTICE FOR PTOMCATION.
ever.
It is said that he has of laie gone
Department of the Interior, Land
back to the tirebug business.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26.
years a band of 1907.
For twenty-fiv- e
Notice Is hereby given that George
firebugs operated In this section of
Ktrochima, of Laguna, N. M., haj
Ohio and across the border In Michigan and Indiana, and nearly $2,000,-00- 0 filed notice of his intention to make
proof In support of his
worth of property was destroy- final five-yeHomestead entry No.
ed. Between 50 and 100 men were claim, viz.:
involved, many of them among the 6843. made September 12. 1902, for
N
H
NW
the
4 SW 14 NW 14 and
most prominent in Williams, Fulton
NW 14 SW 14, section 18, township
and Lucas counties.
Page was the star pyromanlac of 7 N, range 4 W, and that said proof
l.
made before Sllvestre
the bunch. He was an expert at set- will be N.
M., on May 6, 1907.
ting tires, but was the tool of the
names
He
following
the
witnesses
wealthier men. For a trick turned in to prove his continuous
residence
Michigan he was arrested and con- upon,
of,
and
cultivation
land,
the
gang
failing to aid him. viz:
victed, the
Carr, Lorenzo Romero,
While he wa In prison they neglect- Juan Charles
Palle,
M.
Caco, a:i of LaJose
ed his family.
Page came out of the prison, but guna, X. M.
R. OTERO.
MANUEL
He began
aflame with bultterness.
v
his confessions two years ago, and
seventy Indictments were returned,
The Price ot Health.
"The price of health In a malarious
some being still pending. The case
district is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
went back twenty years.
He told how arson had been made box of Dr. King's New Life Pills,"
Ella Slayton, of Noland, Ark.
a business by a gang which solicit
ed trade the same as an insurance New Life Pills cleanse gently and imcompany does, except
that their part new life and vigor to the sysproposition was the reverse of the tem. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at
Insurance proposition. They insured all druggists.
destruction by fire instead of prolec
tlon from fire.
They worked up custom among
men who were in financial straits and
money, and
needed the Insurance
ever farmed out their services to
persons who wanted a neighbor's
barn burned for revenge. So many
prominent men were in the conspiracy that Justice was baffled for
over a score of years.
ar

ll

(Gentle anil Effective.
A well
known Manitoba editor
writes: "As an inside worker I find
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
the touches of
We have sold and are selling great Tablets invaluable for
biliousness natural to sedentary life,
Quantities
nous.
medicine.
of
these
lumoua
sriiitiixti
their action being gentle and effective,
clearing the digestive tract and the
The Mi., hi of managing the 1'ilts-tmr- i;
THE J, H. O'RIELLY CO.
head." Price, 25 cents. Sumlee
Pirate has made Fred ( lark
;n pounds lighter than wjien he oi ly Corner Second St. und Railroad Ate. free. All OruggUts.

,

ar

Mira-Rafae-

Reduced

R. R.

Rates

To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Of lice, 113 West Railroad avenue.
Only member of American Ticket brokers' Association in Albuquerque, X. M.
Correspunuence
solicited.

ruin ay. a run, 2.
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Francisco, employe Santa
Fe shops, res. 44 1 west Pacific avenue.
G ib.ildon. Pedro, clerk, res. 402 Kele- her street.
Gabaldon. Preclllano. employe freight
depot Santa Fe By., res. 1407 south
Second street,
(label. F. M., res. 2''7 north Fifth
street.
Gabriel. Oscar, roadmastcr, res. 417
west Lead avenue.
G.iero. Jose, employe Mori & Co., res.
1904 Barelas road.
Gagner, J., employe American Lumber Co., res. 806 north eighth
street.
Galnsley, J. H.. salesman for Simon
Stern, res. 4I" north Fifth street.
Gallegos. Alfredo, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 404 west Marble avenue.
Gallegos. Clemaco, artist, res. 437
west Santa Fe avenue.
Gallegos, K., employe American Lumber Co., res. 1004 north Walter
street.
Gallegos. Felix, laborer, res. 152$
south Second street.
Gallegos, Flora, employe Alvarado
laundry, res. 1521 south First
street.
Gallegos, Mrs. Francisco, res. 719
East street.
Gallegos, Mrs. Gregorlo (widow), res.
1500 Barelas road.
Gallegos, Henry, clerk, res. 140S Barelas road.
Gallegos. Jacobo, truckman A. T. &
S. F. Ry., res. 306 west Pacific avenue.
Gallegos, Miss Lola, domestic, St.
Joseph's sanitarium; res. same.
Gallegos. Manuel, employe Albuquerque foundry, res. 721 south Broadway.
Gallegos, Pedro, laborer, res. 1528
south Second street.
Gallegos, Sllvano. employe county
Jail, res. 1408 Barelas road.
Gallegos, Moses, clerk. French bakery, res. rear 309 west Iron avenue.
dalles. Iyiiils W., insurance agent, res.
316 east Iron avenue.
Galloway, A. K., res. 1114 north Second street.
Gallup Klectrlc Light Co. (Maynard
Gunsul. pres). Commercial club
building.
Garavold. Porfldeo, res. Sixteenth
street and Marble avenue.
Garcia. Albert, driver, res. 909 Mountain road.
Garcia. Miss Alice, domestic, St. Joseph's sanitarium, res. same.
Garcia, Anastaslo, employe Santa Fe
shops, res. 315 west Pacific avenue.
Garcia. Selso, laborer, res. 306 south
Kdith street.
Garcia, Carlos, employe American
Lumber Co., res. Los Duranes.
Garcia, Mrs. Charlotte (widow), res.
417 north Fourteenth street.
Garcia, Cresenclana,
laundry woman,
res. 4144 north Broadway.
Garcia, Daniel, res. 1521 south Third
street.
Garcia. David, employe American
Lumber Co., res. Twelfth street and
Mountain road.
Garcia, Delphonla, res. 906 west
Tljeras avenue.
Garcia. K. O. & Co.. wool, hides and
4
pelts,
west Railroad avenue.
( K.
(i.
G. Garcia &
Garcia. Ellas
Co), res. 517 west Fruit avenue.
Garcia. Ed., employe American Lumber Co., res. I ,os Candelarla.
Garcia, Ellas M.. clerk Home bakery.
res.
213 west Railroad avenue;
Old Town.
Garcia. Felipe, employe American
Lumber Co., res. Martinez town.
Garcia, Faustluo, meat cutter, San
Jose market, res. Old Town.
Garcia, Mrs. Feliciana, res. 1308 south
Second street.
Garcia. Francisco, laborer, res. 725
south Broadway.
Fred, employe American
Garcia.
Lumber Co., res. Martinez town.
Garcia. Gregorlo. laborer, res. 1306
Barelas road.
Garcia, Isldro. employe Santa Fe
shops, res. 212 west Cromwell avenue.
Garcia. James H . mechanic Santa Fe
shops, res. 617 south Third street.
Garcia. J. G., laborer, res. 418 north
First street.
Garcia. Joe, employe American Lumber Co., res. Los Duranes.
Garcia, Joe T., teamster W. H. Hahn
& Co., res. 310 Mountain road.
Garcia, Jose y, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 258 River road.
Garcia, Juan, helper Santa Fe machine shops, res. 445 west Pacific
avenue.
Garcia, Juan, laborer, res. 721 south
Broadway.
Garcia, Juan A. ( E. G. Garcia &
Cot. res. 90S west Tljeras avenue.
Garcia, Juan, sheep man, res. 601
west Iron avenue.
Garcia. Juun K sheep man, res. 1204
Barelas road.
employe American
Garcia. Louis,
Lumber Co., res. Saw mill town.
Garcia. Manuel. employe American
Lumber Co.. res. Martinez town.
Garcia, Manuel, clerk Barradaile &
Co., res. Mountain road.
Garcia, Manuel, laborer, res. 723 East
street.
Garcia. Maxliniano, laborer, res. 1519
south First street.
Garcia, Miguel, helper Santa Fe machine shops, res. 1521 south Third
street.
Garcia. Nativid.nl. track layer Santa
Fe Ry.. res. 1302 Barelas road.
Garcia, Pascualita y Jaramillo widow
res. llh south Second street.
Garcia. Mrs. Regina, res. 1308 south
Second street.
Garcia. Romano, employe Santa Fe
shops, res. 197 south Second
street.
American
Garcia. Ross, employe
Lumber Co. res. Ijs Duranes.
Garcia, Salvador, clerk Jaffa Grocery
Co.. res. 7oj west Tljeras avenue.
Garcia, Samuel, laborer, res. 725
south Broadway.
res. 422
Garcia. Samuel, painter,
west Pacific avenue.
y
Sanchez,
A.,
J.
Garcia
merchant.
Mil Barelas road; res. same.
Garcia, Santiago, laborer, res. 1306
Barelas road.
res. Old
G.iril.i. Seratiuo. barber,
i? lU.tldon.
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SCKXK IX A CHICAGO

Jl
1

IIAKI'.MIOI.

acquainted with tlie floor
slums liow Um lire ml nimle In Chicago bakeries often u ilirty garb,
who Is slioeliiit the
lMfon It roaches the liunil of tlie families which tal It. The mini,
of III scoop
lirejul from the over, puts it nny p lHf that is convenient when he Ims the Imwcs within reachonce,
.
but the
liecii
whitewashed
nil
l
h
pa crs ami refuse. The
The llixr l liitoitil Willi l
In n Imi on llie
ITlUkcil, Mllll fl"OIlieilt ly big- chunks of It fall into Ilio II. ur ami dough.
WI1H
CnHtill)!
riirht lile of I lie picture can bo nee ii kneaded (IoiikIi Unit Is rising lie fore lieing put Into the oven.
been found In barns; bakeries have first and second class restaurants are
been found In rooms which are also used In the manufacture of pastry
KKVKUMIOXS UV riLTHY AX I) used as sleeping rooms by disease-- i and candy; and that egg prepara-rlddetlons Jive with germs that bring on
rUIUIlTI-VI.Lmen and women.
INSANITARY
are
In more than one Instance the re- - typhoid fever and other ills,
ItAKKKIICS IX CHICAGO AUOVS1J
volting discovery was made that! baked Into "fancy" cakes and other
THAT CITY AXI ITS ACTHOKI-Tlf- i dough w hich was to be used for "delicacies."
When Health Commissioner Evans
t'OXIITHXS THAT CAN bread was placed In beds so that the
KVKKY LAlHiK warmth from persons w ho had Just and physicians In his office are
UK 1X)CXI i
rise, ed to estimate the number of deaths
s

Hiis

I

lill-d-

j

n

ask-arls-

CITY IX TIIK WOKI.O.

April 26. Chicago Is
uniting for someone to write a novel
about her bake shops.
If bread could Inspire as great a
scandal-brewin- g
story as beef,, the
stockyards
of several
revelation
months ago would be outdone a hundred times and people of this city as
well as every large city In the world
would doubtless be roused to war
on such bakers as run filthy bakeries
and employ diseased and unclean
help, thereby endangering the lives
of hundred of thousands of men, women and children.
Chicago has Just exposed her own
bakery tilth. Astounding conditions
have been found by Inspectors of the
health department.
Bakeries have
been located In low, damp and unsanitary basements; bakeries have
Chk-ago- ,

from sleep would make It
bakery men were
In one west-sid- e
found kneeding dough with their
v.
as indescribably
The place
filthy, and not even ordinary precau- Hons were employed by the bakers
to keep clean.
The city hall has been thrown Into
a feverish state of official excitement
the conditions. The health depart- ment has shut up scores of places.
The council is at work on a city or-- !
dinance which will give the sanitary
bureau police control over tne Dan-- 1
eries of the city and allow the ar
rest of persons responsible for condi
tions In them. More inspectors are
wanted to keep the bakeries cleaned
up. The restaurant inspector is also
getting into the tight. It Is his busi
ness to see that proper Ingredients
are used In the manufacture of foods,
It has been established that fats from
diseased animals are used in the
preparation of many baked articles;
that rank oils and fats rejected by

j

and the amount of sickness caused by

j

!

the amazing conditions in the base-fee- t.
ment and other unclean bakeries,
they admit the task Is beyond them.
The deaths total thousands: the cases
"f sickness thousands more.
Chicago is not alone In this regard,
either. An officer of the health de-b- y
partment has Just returned from New
York, where he Inspected bakeries
and workshops. He found there a
duplication of all the evils uncovered
in this city.
How many other cities are the
same way? What are conditions in
Denver, New
Boston. Philadelphia.
Orleans, Cleveland, San Francisco,
Butte, Seattle? Chicago is anxious to
know.
Chicago Is confident, too, that an
investigation will prove this clfy to be
not alone In the iniquity. And the
xhocking extent of the Iniquity here
n ill be set forth more in detail In
the second article on this subject.

Summer

COPPER FOUND IN PAYING

To Spring

Anna Myers
Himrich
Rachel Boyd.

Lichner

e. Grieg
Miriam Bradley.
N'ight Time
Vora De Water
ong by Mrs. Marie Christian Smith.
"Pnennionln'n DmiIIt Vrir
had so seriously affectad mv rlirht
lung," writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
Kurai Route 1, Georgetown. Tenn.,
"that I coughed continuously night
and day and the nelghobrs' nredic.
Prospector. Makes Remarkable tion consumption semed Inevitable,
Peter Larsen. Old-Tim- e
until my nusoand brought home a
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,
Find Old Story of Finding Pay Ore In
which in my case proved to be the
only real cough cure and restorer of
Abandoned Shaft.
weak, sore lungs." When all other
remedies utterly fall, you may still
win in the battle against lung and
throat
troubles with New Discovery,
M.,
26.
will
April
N.
What
tain
railroad.
Raton.
bv all
Pieces of ore were found on the the real cure. Guaranteed
probably prove to be one of the great- surface,
and upon digging to a depth druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bot
est copper finds In this section of the of about five feet, Mr. Liursen took tle tree.
j
country was discovered on Wednesday three samples from a space over four
of last week by Peter Larsen, a well feet wide. The sampies mown are al- I
known rancher living in the vicinity most virgin copper and show a little
e
miner gold. A peculiar feature of the find
of Springer, and an
and prospector as well. Mr. Iarsen Is that it is within a few feet of a
whs in Haton on Monday and brought shaft sunk by Mr. Larsen some years
SARIE3 OF THIS DAY
with him specimens of copper ore since Indications point to the vein begathered by himself and sons while ing of considerable site.
Hhortly after reaching this city last
on a prospecting trip in Cimarron
canyon last week. The place where Monday Mr. Larsen filed a location
1S31
Imprisonment for debt
is
the ore was found Is In the canyon, certificate with the Maxwell Land abolished.
J846
Congress
about forty miles from Mr. Larsen'8 Grant company in the name of his
declares
war
ranch, only a few feet from the wag- son, Louis Larsen, and it is presumed agalnt Mexico.
on road and not over a hundred feet that active development work will at
163 Booth, assassin of President
Lincoln, is found in a barn near
from the tracks of the Rocky Moun once be started.
Bowling Green. Virginia, and refuses
to surrender.
He Is finally shot
Boston Corbett: Herrold.
j his companion,
surrenders.
WRITES A POEM AND
MUSICAL RECITAL BY
nitlen by a Spider.
Through blood poisoning caused by
LOSES
HIS JOB
MISS WALKER'S PUPILS a spider bite. John Washington,
of
Bosqueville. Tex., would have lost his
leg, which became a mass of running
STAXFOItl)
;iri.s objkxt
had he not been persuaded to
vorxc; kdiidii axi fokckto Miss Walker gave a very Interest- sores,
try
Arnica Salve. He writes:
ing recital for her pupils last night "TheBucklin's
HIM FROM II IS SAXCTIM.
first
relieved, and
at the home of Mrs. T. L. McSpadden, four boxes application
healed
all the ore&."
.
Stanford University, April 26. W. 300 South Broadway. The parents Heals every sore. 25c at all drug
F. Herrnn, 'OS, of Telluiide, Colo,, will and frieims of the pupils were invited gists.
push the editorial pen no more. The guests. :The following program was
young poet will no longer edit the rendered
A. Schmoll
"Sequoia" and the girls have won the Mazuraka
Gladys Hayden.
victory.
Krogmann
The decision of the committee on The Merry Brooklet
Hugh Cooper.
students' affairs was leached after a
FOREST ENLARGEO
Hunting Song
of Herron by memHannah Smith
jean Arnot.
bers of the committee.
Root
The male students cannot see where old Songs
any of Herron's editorials were so bad
Glewn Emmons.
The president has signed a proclaBeyer mation
as to warrant action upon the part ot Duett
fur tlie enlarged Big Burros
Hugh Cooper and Miss Walker
a faculty committee, and the general
National
3n northern Graiit
consensus of opinion is that, had not Song of the Miller Maid. .A. Schmoll county. X. forest
By this proclamation
M.
Dorothy Brown.
a protest b en raised about the
2.U0U acres along the
Hannah Smith approximately
poem, "Hathsheba," by the girls be- A Frolic
northwestern boundary are added to
P.lizabeth Arnot.
fore it was published, it would have
area of the forest. The object In
Duett
Rohm the
passed off unnoticed.
making these additions was to make
d
ranks,
Miriam Bradley and Clarence McThere Is Joy among the
boundary run on section and
the
Spadden.
The great bugaboo hu
however.
section lines rather than to
CorneliusGuelitt nuarter
Waltz
been removed from power.
follow the (ilia river as provided in
the old proclamation.
The change
was made in order to simplify the
matter of description since the Gila
river is now u meandered stream.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Aldt
Nature.
Medicines that aid nature are always most effectual. Chamberlain's
There is no other part of our physical system upon which so much Cough Itemedy acts on this plan. It
depends as upon tlie blood. The muscles, nerves, bones, sinews, skin, and allays the cough, relieves the lungs,
aids expectoration, opens the secreother portions of tlie Ixxly are sustained, developed and enabled to perform tions,
aids nature in restoring tht
their diCeretit duties, because they are supplied with nourishment and systemand
to a healthy
Thouhealthful properties through the circulation. In various ways the blood sands have testified condition.
to its superior
becomes contaminated and polluted.
A sluggish, inactive condition of the excellence. For sale by all druggists.
aystem, and torpid state of the avenues of bodily waste, will leave the refuse
CAIU'KTS i IXltr..
and waste matter of the body to sour and form uric and other acids, which
We have on display
complete
re absorbed into the blood and Rheumatism, or some itching, disfiguring line of carpet and mattingthesamples
of
skin disease fs the result. Muddy, sallow complexions, eruptions, splotches one of the largest wholesale houses
country.
in
the
etc.,
pimples,
all show that some humor has taken root in the circulation
For a Few Buys Only.
and rendered it sour and unfit for nourishing the body. There is scarcely
Call and get a St. Louis line t seany disease which cannot lie traced to the blood. Often the tlisea.se-taintcfrom,
lect
at St. Louis prices. Brusblood of parents is handed down to children and their lives are a continual sels, Velvets, Axminsters, from SUc
battle against disease in some form, usually of a scrofulous nature. Rheu- pt-- r yard up.
FL'THKLLK FL'RN'ITCRE CO.
matism, Catarrh, Skin Diseases, Sores and I'lcers, Contagious Wood Poison,
etc., are all
blood troubles, and until this vital fluid is purified
VOTICK TO IIOIOI . OWN Kits.
they cannot be cured, l'or all blood diseases S. R. S. is the best remedy ever
The Albuquerque Curriago Comput upon the market. This great medicine is made of roots, herbs and bark3 pany, l lrxt anil lljeras, luit secured
s
I lie
of a
lioriexliot r,
of recognized
and building-uproperties.
It goes down into uuil guuruuUMK
ull work, or no pay.
the circulation and ttmwes all tMiisous. impurities and humors svnnlif
o
We do It right. IlOCUn DHV. Imthe blood with the healthful properties it need. and completely cures blood
diseases of every kind.
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism,
Catarrh, Scrol'v.: i, perial Laundry Co.
Skin Diseases. Sores and fleers, Contagious Wood l'oison, etc., lifc.uisj it
Our BOl l.ll Dltr work aon'ihavt
purifies the blood. Hook on the bloo I and medical advi
fr
to bd washed over. Imperial LaunTHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. I dry Co.
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Garduno, Primitlvo, laborer, res. 90S
John street.
Garrlott, W. L., conductor Santa Fe
Ry., res. 721 south Arno street.
Garrison, L. B., stenographer, res.
322 south Arno street.
Garvin, H. N., fireman A. T. & S.
F. Ry., res. Grand Central hotel.
Gass. Rev. John A., Synodlcal superintendent missions, res. 412 east
Railroad avenue.
Oatchell. d. W., res. 401 north Fifth
street.
Gatewood. L. L., representative Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co., res.
205 north Edith street.
Gatlln, Mrs. M. K. (widow), res. 60T
south Fourth street.
Gatlln. Roger J., electrician, res. 607
south Fourth street.
Gavaldon, Cornelia, res. 130S south
Second street.
Gavin, M. A., res. Trumbell avenue
and John street.
Gavlno, Mrs. Librado (widow), res.
1501 Barelas road.
Gazot, Miss Marguerite, telegraph operator, res. 115 west Iron avenue.
Gazot, Mrs. N. E. (widow), rooming
nouse, res. 115 west iron avenue.
Oehring. Miss May, bookkeeper Singer Sewing Machine Co., res. 1015
south Third street.
oenrmg,
Nlcholns, carpenter,
res.
1015 south Third street.
Georgia Grocery (Mrs. L. E. Fletcher,
res. 1101 south Fourth
prop),
street.
Gepford, Wm.
J., clgarmaker. H.
Westerfeld, res. 110 south Edith
street.
Gerard, Miss Maiy, res. 1005 William
street.
German, Bert, stenographer Santa Fe
offices, res. 414 south Third street.
Gertlg, Edward, contractor, res. 40S
west Coal avenue.
res.
607
Gibbons. Patrick.
soutii
Fourth street.
Gibson. Edward J., division superintendent Santa Fe Ry., res. 611 west
Coal avenue.
Gibson, E. H., locomotive engineer,
res. Highland rooming house.
Gibson, Frank, waiter, res. 614 west
Tljeras avenue.
Gibson, Mrs. Frank, employe Schutt's
candy store, res. 614 west Tljeras
avenue.
Gideon, Mrs. Rose L.. music teacher
studio in Commercial club bldg.;
res. same.
Glegoldt, Earl, res. 606 south Walter
street.
Glegoldt, George, painter, res. 606
south Walter street.
Glelltz, Julius, tailor. N. T. Armljo
bldg.; res. 223 north Hill street.
Glelltz. Louis C, tailor, room 7 N. T,
Armljo bldg.; res. 221 north Hill
street.
Gilbert. Miss Emilia C. res. 709 west
Roma avenue.
Gilbert, Miss Emma II., res. 709 west
Roma avenue
Gilbert, Miss Katherlne, res. 709 west
Roma avenue.
Gilbert, Lester L., carpenter, res. 91
north Eighth street
Gilbert, Miss Mary E., res. 709 west
Roma avenue
S., prop, meat
Gilbert, Saturninlo
res. 1420 south Second
market,
street.
Gill, D. F., mgr. Fnlverslly Heights
Improvement Co., res. 210 south
High street.
Glllenwater, W. II., pres. Montezuma
Trust company, res. Commercial
club building.
Gllleylen. J. R., traveling salesman
res. 1201 south Edith street.
Gilman, C. Arthur, solicitor and col
lector Imperial Laundry Co., res.
619 north Sixth street.
Gilman, Carl A., electrician, Nash
Co., res. Old Town.
Giliom, Fred, clerk, Raabe & Mau
ger, res. 721 north Arno street.
Gilpin. Wm. A., electrician, res. 1600
John street.
Glnotl, Felix, driver for F. H. Strong,
205 north Second street; res. same
Gloml, Girlo, employe Consolidated
Liquor Co., res. 408 north Second
street.
Gloml, Girolanio, vice president Con
4 IS
res.
solidated Liquor Co.,
north Second street.
Giomi, Peter, prop. The Alamo saloon, 301 south First street; res.
same.
Giraldl, Ph. K salesman, res. 717
west Gold avenue.
Glrard, Miss Augustine, clerk. The
I, Ion store, res. 415 Marble ave-

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
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The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
G

J. D. Kakln, President
Q. Oloml, Vic Praaldcar.

Chu. Mellnl,

O. BtcbeclU,

aemrj!

Tmnrn,

j. j. i

Suoemor

I
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W$

kttp wryibina la
most fastidious

Hook

outfit

bar oomplott

1

tht

nue.

Btreet.

Albuquerque

Glaesner, Wm., tailor, res. 219 west
Railroad avenue.
H
Glastetter,
employe American
Lumber Co., res. 815 west Mountain road.
H., employe
Glastetter,
American
Lumber Co., res. 723 west Marquette avenue.
Glasebrook, Miss Anita, res.
315Vi
south Second street.
Gleason, Henry, general merchandise,
1222
north Fourth street;

1

Consolidated Liquor Company

bean appointed axelualva agnta In th Southwest for Joa. t.
Schlltx, Wm. lamp and St Lou la A. B. C. BrawaHea; Yallowatona,
Graan Rlvar, W. H. McBrayefa Cadar Brook, Loula Huntar.T. J. Monarch, and othar atandard branda of whlaklaa too numaroua ta manttan.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But tall tha atralfht artlcla mm recelred by ua from tha boat
Uartaa.
DlstUlerlea and Brewerlea In tka United Stat a. Ca.ll and Impact omr
Stock mai Prlcea, or writ for Illuatmed CaUlogna tad Pria WM,
lasued to dealera only.

Glrard. Joseph F. - res. 602 west
Mountain road
Girard, Perre, res. 909 north Third
street.
Dischler, John, re s. 1012 Forester
street.
Gladding, Edwin F., machinist, res.
606 John street.
Gladding, James X , city engineer,
IllUjrary buJIIdlug; res. 606 John

I

Hv

Iron and Brasa

Foundry and Machine Works
m. t. MALL, Sroprffr
Castings;
Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart: Shaft
Metal; Columns anJ iron

Inca. Pulleys, Orada Bara, Babbit

Front for Building.

Mining mnd OMIII Machinery m Sfolmltr
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Hmm-mlr-

res-sam-e.

res.
Gleckler, Charles E., rancher,
WE FILL
north of old Town.
Glover. Charles B., machinist Santa
RIGHT
PRESCRIPTIONS
Fe shops, res. 705 south Third
street.
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEGoddard. Fred, employe American
At Consistent
NUE NEXT TO BANK OF
Lumber Co., res. Hotel Navajo.
Goetting, Wm., prop. Union meat
COMUERCE- Prices
207
market,
west Gold avenue;
res. 214 north Seventh street.
Goetz, Henry, prop. SCeiger's restaurant, res. 1023 north Second street.
Goetze, O. E., res. 509 south Walter
street.
Finest Whiskies
Goff, C. D., vice president Whitney
Co., res. 219 north High street.
GotT & Green, blacksmiths, 207 west
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
Copper avenue.
BARNETT,
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
Goff, James T. (Goff & Green), blackaaaBWeaalaaienaa
smith, res. 212 west Iron avenue.
SAMPLtt AND
Golden, Ephriam P., carpenter, res.
West Railroad Avenue
CLUB mooMa
110 east Silver avenue.
Golden Rule Dry Goods Co. (J. A.
- r - ". k
f
3
Weinman, prop),
west
avenue.
Vailroad
Golden Rule Rooming House (Mrs.
Town
west
John 5'leghorn, prop), 321
employe Santa Fe
Garcia, Teodo-I- "
Genuine American block. per
Itailroud avenue.
yard. res. 121
Barelas road.
ton ... ,
$8.50
Garcia. Teodoro. truckman A. T. & Goldstein, Joseph, bookkeeper, GoldC'errllloa Lump
en Rule Dry Goods Co., res. SOU
S
F. Ry., its. 112 south Third
ta.50
west Tljeras uvenue.
$8.50
Anthracite Nut
street.
$11.00
Card. i. Ventura, laborer, res. 1014 Gomez. Eugeiilo, employe American
luLseil
Antliraclte
Lumber Co., res. Fourth street and
John street.
Anthracite,
furnace
ul
atoe
M.
Tijeras uvenue.
(widow)
.'S.
G.iiden, Mi's. K.
$0.50
ale
S23 Mexico City and return
res.
10.23, April
Gomez. Higinio, laborer,
n2 west Silv.-.- ' avenue.
Ga Coke
Clean
$.0O
Ui
I
Miiy
Hid.
July
A.,
31.
Broadway.
to
Limit
soutii
Win.
Amerimusician
Gardner.
WOOD.
res.
12.10
J. V.. rillUY. Aiifiil.
can Lumber Co. band, res. Grand Gomez, Jacobo, laborer,
south Broadway.
$3 55
Green Mill Wood, per load
Central hotel
Cardiin i, Fred a. employe Alvarad Gomez, Spiiiion, es. 406 north Bi oad-flent,"
f )r
"Jljiius
Card
sisns,
u
i
uy.
res.
laundry,
John street.
&
IV.
"Buard," etc.. t r nils at the ofrke of
Gjrlutii. Jul!", laborer, res. 731 i;,i ',
Boib ruoua.
(Continued Tomorrow.)
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FOOT

who still look upon Governor Hagcrman as a saint with
halo around his head would know of all the Incident
and the devious doings of the Hagcrman administration
from coal oil inspection j"bs to other episodes, there
would be very little sympathy lost upon him by thoe
people who make h special profession of holiness and

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
By
w,

The Citizen Publishing Company

bTltlCKLl.il,
President

H.

HURRAH

WII.MAM 1'. hkm;.n,
Editor nnd Huslnesa Manage"

CITIZE1?.

I'llllMV,

FOR CURRY!

While the selection of Uovernor Oeorgc (.'urry. of
Samar, Philippine islands, to succeed Governor Haftcr-maresigned, come a a surprise to the New, there
Is not a citizen of the t'nlted State!", If a still hunt of a
year were miule, that .would please us better. We were
under the Impression that he Is too useful In the Philippines to lie given up by the government at this time.
His career in the Philippine Islands has hieii a revelation to his friends and to his country. After establishing civil government In Mandanao, an admitted difficult
task, he was sent to the Island of Samar, where revoluGood report
tion was siaillrig like a volcanic crater.
came Immediate'y. and It Is a matter of current event
news today whftt he has accomplished there. It Is morf
than anybody hnd a right to expect. New Mexico i
proud of his retjord there, and here, before he went to
the Philippines, and there will be greater rejoicing a
his homecoming as governor of this territory, we believe
than any othtr New Mexican who ever lived. New Mexico Is home to Curry; he has our welfare at heart, an
he has doi.e as much as any other living man for her
He is New Mexico's
civilization i: rid .idvancement.
Curry, and we are glad he is coming home. Tucumc.r."

It might be well for the morning paper to borrow
It might be of assistance In figuring
that comptometer.
out how L.'iOO people got Into a theater that will only
hold Hon. and how 971 people signed a set of resolutions
when there were only about S00 at the tin can party.

ANOTHER MISTAKE
Governor Hagcrman is now experiencing the nppl'-catio- n
of the truth that it Is Impossible to please everj-bodIn
matter of appointments, for there are heartburnings far and near. Perhaps the severest crltlcii.i
to which he has been subjected has been In the cn-- o
of the retirement of Hon. O. A. Richardson, who ha
served for years as president of the board of regents of
the New Mexico College of Agriculture, and who givea
way to Prof. Hiram Hadley, late superintendent of pubMr. Richardson's service in behalf of
lic Instruction.
the great college has been one of the purest and most
unselfish instances of patriotic devotion to the highest
Interests of the territory that has ever been afforded, hH
attendance to the duties of his regency being often a,
the serious loss of private business and under circumstances that would have tested the good intent of any
man. In every crisis, Mr. Richardson has been depended upon with entire confidence, giving of his deep learning and powerful political Influence without a cent of
rroflt to himself and far too little thanks, but always
The writer h.u
with an effect that was plainly visible.
often disagreed with Mr. Richardson, at times grievously and with some heat, but he is free to confess, and
does co gladly, that New Mexico owes Mr. Richardson a
debt that it can never repay for his work for the college, as well as In other things. His successor, while a
trained educator and efficient teacher, can never begin
to give such service to the school and the territory for
Jt simply isn't in h'm
Roswell Register-Tribuny
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

XXCKXX0000000XXOOOOOOOOOOWi
The Albuquerque Fakir Journal, true to Its nature.
double-colum- n
editorial, makes a cowardly, contemptible, covert attack upon President Roosevelt. After
discharging Its editorial filth without effect against the
leading republicans of the territory, it alms Its
g
higher, this time at the president of tho Vnited
States. Thirty-si- x
hours after it Ulephnned its Santa
Fe correspondent that Governor Hagerman had been
forced to resign, it had the temerity to say In effect that
If President Roosevelt forces Governor Hagerman into
retirement, it is In exchange for the votes of New Mexico at the next national convention, this despite the emphatic declaration of the president that under no circumstances would he be a candidate for
or
In other words, it charges President
Roosevelt with the same political traffic that has
brought the Hageunan administration to its Inglorious
downfall.
This should be sufficient to make the Fakir
Journal execrated by every republican, for thus far. even
the rankest democratic papers have not dared to attack
directly the honesty of motive, the Integrity, the hl);h
ideals of the Rough Rider president. The Fakir Journal accuses Col. W. H. H. Llewellyn and Delegate W. II.
Andrews of being the other parlies to the Unholy deal,
and they need as little defense as the president. Tiny
are in good company and the appointment of Captain
George Curry as governor of New Mexico shows on its
fare to the simplest minded that no political deal was
thought of, except to give New Mexico the very man i:
needs to assure a strong administration of public affairs.
That Captain Curry Is an Intimate friend of
Colonel Llewillyn, and that Tcrrlti rial Secretary J. W.
R.iynoMs, appointed acting governor, has been
and is
the pet aversion of the Fakir Journal, is proof that
President Roosevelt lias fathomed the nature and the
motive of the vicious attacks made upon republic.!
leaders and now being made upon himself. New Mex.
ican.
In a

b-- ?

mud-slingln-

CAN NOT DISCREDIT GEN. TORRANCE
The unjust attack made upon General Francis J.
Torrance, through a Pittsburg paper, by one Hadden, of

Albuquerque, and whose signed statement was copied
by the morning paper, has received universal condemnation in New Mexico. Whatever a man's political or personal view may be, there is no one so narrow as not to
realize the great work done by General Torrance in New
effect it lias had.
Mexico and the
The
Hoosters club ought not to delay handing this man
Hadden a "can," and indicate to him that when he
speaks he should know whereof he is talking. General
Torrance has too clean a reputation for one of Hadilen's
caliber to besmirch It.
An inquiiy as to who Hadden Is, what he does an l
what he expects to do does not elicit enough Information to warrant the statement that he Is ever going ;.i
be much in the a ay of an asset In the development ..
New Mexico.

Vegai
Coinm nliiig upon an editorial in the
Optic, the New Mexican has the following to say: "The
I.a Vrt- - .pile is not a prophet, nor the son of proprict. I j: .1 is dollars to doughnuts that the following piv.liit'o-- will come true: in u week from today-Iimpossible to find a man w ho w ill
be j;
admit Ui.it r.e uriit a telegram to Washington in support
!) fact, If some of the deluded people
of Hagejjjian.'

t

any
thW

Cash or Installment

F. H. STRONG
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Immigration officials at El Paso have had the'.r
hands full dealing with hordes of Japanese laborers who
have been applying during the past few months for adOther places on th-- t
mission into the Vnited .States.
Mexican border have had similar experience.
The El Paso News views with apprehension th
great Influx of Jap immigrants, and believes that if it Is
not restricted, Japan may In time achieve what our
Mexico neighbors call a "conquisto Paelcflo" In all that
Involves the laboring interests of the United States.
Eight thousand Japanese laborers have worked the'T
way across the Texas border from Mexico In two
months, according to Marcus Braun, Just returned to
Galveston from a secret expedition through Mexico. He
finds that of the 10,000 Japanese In the sister republij
two months ago, all but 2.000 have worked their way
Into the Vnited States,
Others are arriving in Mexico
all the time from the orient, and their plans are we'l
laida&s to where they will find employment after they
cross the border.
There are now less than -- 00 Japs
working In the mines of Mexico, while six months ago
nearly 3,000 were employed.
He tsdvlses that the Japanese situation In Mexico respecting America is very
aerious and demands guick action.
The little brown men are dangerous rivals of the
unskilled laborers of America, because they are willing
to work at wages on which American families can no:
exist, and some prompt and effectual method should
adopted to keep them out of the country.
The recent treaty concluded with Japan promises
relief If enforced, but so long as hordes of Japs are permitted to slip through Mexico the menace to American
toilers will continue.

nr.

OF CONTKXTMENT
Is the purchaser of a Morris or
ther "easy" chair here no less
the buyer of bed chamber suits
sleep made a Joy(, dining room
furniture (every meal a delight)
or pieces for parlor, drawing room
or hall (each article an ornament
to the home). If anythlng's needed to complete your pleasure ..s
our pricing. Glad to outline it on
request.

tntntnutiiitiI

Like the Way Danny Talk
About
JdMtcvelr.
A statement recently Issued by the assistant postThe day was dark and dreary
master general shows that there are now 27,000 rural
And the sun was shining bright,
delivery routes in the Vnited States. The largest num- The stars came out in bunches
It was day but It was night.
ber in any commonwealth is credited to Illinois, which
0
has 2,755. Closely following the leader are Ohio with
On the fciife Side.
2,492, Iowa with 2,303 and Indiana with 2,130. PennA
seeing a
old gentleman
sylvania is the only other state with more than 2,000. small kind
boy who was carrying a lot of
If to the central western states mentioned there are newspapers under
said:
his arm
added the showing for Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota "Don't all those papers make you
my
tired,
boy?"
and Missouri, the total of route is more than 17,500.
"Naw, I don't read 'em," replied
It Is said that these states, with their level prairies the lad.
and their lage and progressive rural communities,
have the most favoraole conditions for the establishI.1TTLK i).XXY IHTTIKS.
n
ment and- extension of, this form of public service. Dan gave a
party,
The figures Indicating the amount of business handled The ladles fair were there,
So the orators did not waste their
seem to show an Increasing population.
Thus there
words
are reported to be forty-si- x
routes on which more than Vpon the desert olr.
Dan
was. highly pleased,
15,000 pieces of mail are handled, every month, ten Little
His unusual condition,
of these having a record of over 20,000 pieces.
"The ladles carrnot vote, he said.
Taking the country over, the average number of Hut here, slgjt this petition."
pieces of mall handled on a rural route each month Is
4.425 a gain of 20 per cent over the showing1 of a
Inquirlng stranger to the secretary
year ago, when the number was 3,688. What Is more of the Bureau of Immigration
you kindly Inform me what
"Would
encouraging Is that few routes show any falling off,
the principal crop of New Mexico
the gain being general.
Is?"
Another Interesting Item which reflects the apobliging secretary (absent minded-l- y
I
"Why lemons er er- - cans er
preciation of the convenience which the system has for
I mean
that is er er well you
the people of the rural districts is the report of the er
can search me."
number of money orders issued by the carriers. There
O
has been a gain in this respect of about 25 per cent
gold
dejlrned."
be
"I'll
said Pill
the average being 685 a month, as opposed' to 548 Foler as he spat meditatively,
"you
a year ago. If It were possible to ascertain what this never kin tell when yure safe these
see where a feller set down
element of business represented there might be ma- days.
on
railroad truck tu medidate
terial for an Interesting study of social life.
With aboutth who
wulcl be th next president,
the-- , opportunity
of arranging for a convenient form Went tu sleep and got killed. Th railof sending small sums from his own doorway the roads ought tu be controlled. Ther tu
farmer is able to transact a good deal of business which keeiiess thata way."
-- o
might never have been dime under the old system.
The carriers are said to be worked to the limit Take off your hat and bow
head sadly.
of their carrying ability. That means that there must Let
the music play softly ami s.id.
be larger appropriations for this increasing
popular Herbert and Danny and Friday are
passing.
form of government service. The farmers and dwellers in small country towns having once enjoyed the All three feel awfully bad.
why?
satisfaction of having the mail brought to their doors liecaiise Herbert got the can boys.
will never let the privilege be taken from them. The The lemon came to Dan,
opportunity of development Is boundless when the con- Friday drew the axe, boys.
And Its can, can. can.
stant growth of the country is considered.
O
The list of stales which have the smaller number
YnmU-vilh'- .
Political
of routes Is almost as interesting as that which tells
Friday Looka heah .Mistah Mai
of the leaders. Population conditions need no diagram phusson. yoh all dun lole me dat
to be understood when one notes one route for Nevada,
can party wan a gran- - success.
Little Danny "Well wasn't It?"
four for New Mexico and six for Wyoming. Newton
Friday "Yah. I spose so but looka
Republican,
heah Mistah Macpltusson. how yoh
all ago In toe call hit a gran' success
when dat dar little Herbert ain't dah?
COOOXXXX0X)XXX)00XX0000000
Ain't he all de president ob dat tin
tin can club? yah. ya, ya, ya.
6 DIRTY ATTACK ON

Henry Clews says in his Weekly Finance Review
that "a certain degree of retrenchment in projected railroad development is Inevitable, owing first to the
culty of raising new capital and next to the high cost of
Already, a perceptible decrease is to be
construction.
noted in building operations."
The cause which Mr. Clews gives in the first case is
applicable in the second "high costs of construction."
This cost consists of material and labor. The material
Thesj
In both Instances Is largely wood and metal.
are controlled by trusts, the capital stock of which Is
water, and to pay Interest or
from half to three-fourtdividends upon this water prices of material have been
Other trusts coninflated very nearly beyond reach.
trol the necessities of life and have Increased prices to
Hence,
make millions upon similarly watered stocks."
living being high, wages must be high. Thus, C0Bt of
construction material and labor Is retarding and must
still further retard development. Even the general government has concluded to abandon much of Its reclamation plan because of the cost of material and labor.
Let the government state
What is the remedy?
and national squeeze the water out of these trusts.
Then will cost of construction fall so that all manner
of development may be pushed with alacrity.
Mr.
Clews
also says that caution is everywhere dominant in financial circles; and while the
Interior is optimistic. New York is now the very center
of depression. His hope Is that "should nothing happen to check consumption and the harvest prove satisfactory, we may look for another good business season."

We alto received 30 rolls of linoleum, nnd can furnlsfti
amount on ehort notice. We will welcome a call to innpect
largest line of household goods in the west.

FEET PRINTS

(To be continued.)
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In cr.e of the two cars received this week we received a large
supply of those well known goods.
Fumed Oak Is going to take
the place of wenthered oak, and In the Mission style It Is the perfect
finish.

9
f 99999 999 99
The Tin-ca- n
party was a howling
Don't forget that Albuquerque needs that city hall success.
a
and that yon, Mr. Voter, must turn out and cast a ballot
for those bonds. Everything that ho'ps tin? city helps
Little Danny has Issued invitations
you, and the cost of a new city hall is Insignificant In for that lemon party.
O
comparison to the benefits to be derived.
The morning paper Is still the most
Roosevelt paper In he
"How to Burn Your Ashes," Is the subject for n enthusiastic
lengthy editorial In the morning paper. Little Danny southwest.
O
should read It carefully. He may find it very useful 111
Is
a
in Kansas where
There
town
the future.
the trains Just go "toot-toot- "
and the
engineer opens the throttle
As a circulation manager for the morning paper
O
Little Herbert, late boy executive, must have been an
Isn't Little Danny Cute.
awful success. It Is polaslng to know that Little HerWhen he wears that Reform Suit,
He's a cunning little man.
bert was useful somewhere outside of at the pie counter.
Even when he wears that can.
O
And the poor president is still laboring under th-- ;
The parks in Kansas City- - have this
awful stigma the morning paper has placed upon him.
sign conspicuously displayed:
"Hold
up your feet when walking on the
Has the board of county commissioners any more grass."
C
printing to let without asking for bids? If so, the morning paper Is willing to take it.
If the president can can Herbert,
can Herbert can the can or can Dan
the can that is coming his
The Evening Citizen Is the best advertising medium stand
way?
in the southwest. If you don't believe It, read the morn.
a
Ing paper, or, better still, send around an advertisement.
Little Danny neglected to have one
of Colonel Sellers signs entitled
From the looks of things. Major W. H. H. Lie v "Ruslness is Good Here."
on
the
stage at the Tin-ca- n
ellyn handed the morning paper a pretty stiff punch.
party Wednesday night.
O
Little Danny has a mouth for pie.
Counting Out.
Eny meany miny moe.
00XXXXXXX00XXX3i0C0XX00
Cut eh a nigger by the toe.
If he hollers let me go,
RURAL POSTAL DELIVERY
Eny meany miney moe your it,
Herbert.
GROWS DAILY IN FAVOR

1

20,

Stickley Bros. Mfg. Co.

rlghl"nuness."
The SilM-- lily Enterprise thinks not very highly of
the bureau of Immigration as constituted by the "late
lamented" boy governor. It calls attention to the fact
Of th
that three of the five members are democrats.
other two. one Is Ianny. the reformed, and the other Is
Of the latter the Enterprise says:
A. M. Edwards.
"Mr. Edwards says frankly that he would rather San
Juan county were a part of Colorado than New Mexico,
and, In fact, he Is actively engaged In bringing about a
wholesale Immigration to that state by the annextatlon
of the county In which he lives. Mr. Edwards should
make a howling success In Inducing immigration to New
Mexico which he Is so energetically knocking, and from
which he Is so desirous of separating himself and others
of like ilk In San Juan county."

Willi.

ItOSCOE, THE IlOOSTKn.
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Published Dolly and Weekly.

EVENING

Principles.

Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE GO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
I

MARKETS

TELEGRAPHIC

I

WILL PAY THE BOY.

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

ffO Wist Gold Avenue

New Tone tstoi-Vs- .
124?.
American Sugar
132',
American Smelters
Atchison com
SS
62 '
Anaconda
98
Baltimore and Ohio
5X34
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
93 H
Amalgamated Copper
lTa
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
35'i
11s
t'hicago Great Western
Erie
234
75
Missouri Pacific . . .
62
National Lead
New York Central
lls'i
J
26 '
Pennsylvania
Reading
110A
21
Rock Islam com
M
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
134i
22
Southern Railway com
145-S- ,
Tennessee Coal
I'nion Paclilc
142'
37 H
1'. S. S. com
r. s. s. pf.i
ioi
16 'i
Greene Cananea
16S
'alumet and Arizona
s"
North Hutte
27
Hutte Coal
Copper Range
7 s.
Shannon
May cotton
.$9.89
Total sales storks 367. loo.
Copper metal advanced '4c today,

We are the oldest firm- of music dealers
in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Ter-

Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co.. 124 South Second.
ritory.

-

f There

h Anylfi.n$ Dearer To

is now 2"

it

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. April 20. Cattle receipts 2OH0. including 200 southerns.
Market steady. Southern steers $4.15
''X ,r..6o;
cows
$3.251 4.40;
southern
stockers and feeders $3,754(5.20;
hull $3.00 li 4 25: calves $3.50 'u 5.75 ;
western fed steers $4.4" 'n 5.75 ; w estern fed cows $3,25 4( 4.75.
Sheep receipts 2000. Market steady.
Muttons $5.25 '((6.50; lambs $7.00(
65; range wethers $5.50 '() 7.40; fed
ewer $5.00 't 6.50.

(Pgfflte

Healer

Oninha Livestock.
omaha. April 26. Cattle receipts,
2700. Market slow- and shade lower.
$3.5o 'u 5.25;
Western steers
Texas
n lnJrliiu Telegram.
n the first day that a young man stteis $3.oo'( 4.25; cows and heifers
'((
dinners $2.25 u 3.50;
began his duties as reporter on a $ 2.5o 4.60;
popular paper a report came from a stockers and feeders $3.00 w 5.00; calves
$3.oii'.(
6.00;
bulls $3. 00ft 4.50.
y
near-btown that there was a terriSheep receipts 1500. Market strongble tire raging. The editor of the paper immediately sent the itew report- er. Fed muttons $6.50 'n 7.75 ; wethers
er to the place, and. upon arriving $6.40'k 7. mi; ewes .i.5Ki 6.60; lambs
there, ne found that the rtremen were $7.50' S.50.
unable to get control of the fire, so
Chicago I.UestiM'k.
Phone 98
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
he sent this telegram to the editor:
Chicago. April 26. Cattle receipts
"Fire still raging. What shall I do?" 15(io.
1(
steady.
$4.25
Reeves
Market
The editor thought a minute and then 6.55; cows
4.90; heifers $2.75
$10'$3.50f
sent back this message: "Find out ' 5.40; calves
5.a0; good to
where the tire is the hottest and jump prime steers $5.35
' 6.55 ; poor to
in."
$4.3(01 5. SO; stockers and feeders $2.90'u 5.15.
Hkeep receipts 5000. Market strong
NEAIM.IMKRH KS.
Western $ 4.50 '(J 6.90; yearlings $7.00
Ily Stuart .Maclean.
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
(See Is you can make em my me.) '((7.75: lambs $6.50 li V7U ; western
PER TON
To the pitcher one day said
the $6.r.O'(l 8.75.
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
catcher,
PER TON
Product .Market.
"Do they yell for you now ?" We'l,
Chicago, April 26. Closing
you bet they do;
tiorrs:
'tut you wait Just the same
Wheat May mi : July fc3' 'i t
Till you lose 'em a series.
Corn May.'pO '4 ; July
Arid take notlee how soon they p.iss
oats Mav 44 : July 41
you up."
Pork Mav $15.95; July $16.0:
Said a youngster when trying to b.t.
Iird May $v67'a; July $s
"The remarkable part of it is.
July
ArTCR MAY IS
$ii.5 7 'a 'it V6i
Itibs Mav
With three strikes to spare
7',
V" 1...
hit nothing but ozone.
And
can't seem to see Wllele
Money Market.
are."
New V.nk. April 26.
Prime
or toihy
mi:Till:iiiiiiti:
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
mie
paner 5 'n 6 per cent; silver
MKM
Said a runner
bo though! lnni-- t ;f
M
M
OK
a.e; tnoiny oi call easy 2 o 2 '
Dr. Wllllulna' tnillun Pll
Mina rt,
TOMOKKOW.
cure blind
I loiiitiueiitwill
(He was caught out before he could
"Hleciliiii;
anil
llciiinf
II I
Do not injure
St. l.oois Wool Market.
get away I.
their physical and
It ubsnrlik the tuuiorj
XJM
I
lllits.
steady;
26.
Wool
April
Louis.
mental well being; with Indigestible
si.
"They always will do it,
1UUy II1B IKUIUKttlOIKC.ISU
unchanged.
bread.
ltemember, they grow bent
as a poultii-ore
irvt-That's all there is to the busi;:
lief. Dr. Wiliimiis'lDiiiuiiPileOiut
when fed best. Select a quality of
ror the darned things are too far
for Pile ami Itch
merit i
SKiUT Market.
bread that you know Is made right In
from each other."
Inp of the private parts. Kve.-box i
St. Louis, April 26. Speller dull
every
way.
I'nder sanitary condiby uiailon re
lfv
uarruuU'tt.
Dancing lessons Friday evenings at 16.50.
lit price 60 rents uil f 1.00. VUlLLItMS tions, of good flour, properly mixed
,
and baked, no a to be wholesome and
velum!, otno
Mcintosh hall in the Woman's club
lUrClURING fl . Props..
NOTH K
Wuilding. Gold avenue, between Fifth
nutritious, KalliiiRa' bread on trial
FOR SALS BT 8. TANN ft SON.
riot be responsible for any
will be found to fulfill everv reuul-e-meand Sixth streets. Commencing April I. 1 will
ilis except those contracted by Mrs.
.It! Hi.
HOME
MADE
PEERLESS
FEE'S
lake
cr myself. Public
Trotter
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
PIONKKR BAKERY
warning.
I Kirs (.(Mill, rol.l) ROOT BEE
STORE.
77UNK TROTTER.
207 South Flint Street
AT WAlro.Vb DIU'U fe'rOKE.

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

COAL

me-diu- rn

W-5- 0

W-6-

0

WOOD

49fi'

FOR CASH ONLY

V

1

1

mer-e.u.ti- le

John

S.

Beaven

Al II
I

.

t

.

l.t

i:ll.V.

1

M'llll.

ALBUQUERQUE

20. IWi7.

MRS; COHEN CAME TO

ALBU-

-

IHIS

FLYER WRECKED

EYEX1au

BELL

HOP

HAS

A

QUERQUE VIA

ST.L

EcGentric Woman Was Also in

AT CAJON

s

Comes . of Good Parentage
but Prefers to Roam
About the World.
Railroad Man Killed and Many

Kentuc-

Secret of Past Life

ky-Guards

With Untiring Vigilance.

Had Been
Tampered With.

Injured-Brak- es

he past life of (that she reached here btfore the 20th,
.Mvstrry surround
made the Journey
Marperlte O'hen, the eccentric she must have through.
Nr.
straight
woman who occupies a email tent on almot
According to the following clipping,
'he common In the neighborhood of Mrs.
Cohen secured transportation to
Tijeras avenue and twelfth street, and St.
Louis from the authorities at Henthe mystery deepens with Investiga- derson
:
tion.
"The mayor explained to her the
Whi-Cohen called at the city object of the visit and asked if she
tr.
building one evening last week and would be willing to go to the poor
asked for a tent, but was given a house If admittance could be gained
warm berth In the St. Joseph's hos- for her. She replied that the doctor
pital Instead, the authorities thought had told her what kind of a place It
her one of the many Indigent sick who was and that she would not go there;
come to the great southwest suffering that the doctor hud told her New
with the great white plague, with Mexico was the place for her and she
hopes that in the climate they might wanted to go there in hopes of re
one of gaining her health.
find health and happiness
Judge Lockelt
the many sent here indiscriminately asked if she realized what a task it
with no means of support, to be sup- was for one In her weakened condi
ported by the people to whose lot fall tion to undertake such a trip and if
the seeing of their suffering.
she thought she could stand It. She
Hut when .Mrs. Cohen ran away replied that she had gone further
the
at
berth
than that when she was In a much
from the comfortable
hospital, and after collecting what weaker condition than now, and that
money sho could at the saloons she thought If she was given transaround town, bought a tent and set portation part of the way she could
herself up a home, she was Immedi- manage to gel enough to get through.
ately recognized as being no very
That if the authorities would not do
dinary person, und not one of the anuythlng for her, she would et out
helpless among which she had been as soon as she could und beg for it
classed on her arrival.
herself.
It was agreed that she would be
1
want to live out of doors, In a
a ticket to St. Louis, and after
given
tent, and I am going to," she told the
the
police the tlrst evening at the police consulting the pauper committee
station, and evidently she Is a woman mayor agreed the c!:y would pay for
her ticket.
used to having her way.
When confronted with this Infor
"I'm not a young woman; I have mattnn,
Mrs. Cohen tilted her head
children; I'm a mother, I would have
a
little and seemed verey little con
city
you understand,"
sho told the
cerned.
physician.
she
"Those are past troubles,"
"And I'm not crazy. I know. very
well what 1 am doing," she told the said. "All I want now Is to go out
told
police
The
mountains.
to
the
jailor at the county Jail.
Mrs. Cohen also told the police that me that they would tlx it for me out
she was from Mississippi, and no near the mountains.
Hut yet the mystery of the strange
doubt this may be true, but mystery
She ha-surrounds what he was doing at Hen- woman is as deep as ever. past
life.
derson, Ky., if she was sent by the verv little to sav about her
Mississippi authorities to New Mexico, where her home is and where, if she
She
has any, are her relatives.
as she says she was.
seems to desire to hide her past life
A newspaper published at HenderIt
well.
son, Ky., dated April 6, says that she and she conceals
She doesn't look to be over thirty
was in Henderson for several day
Her cast of features
yhe was vears of age.
and dependent on the city.
feet
picked tip at the union station there are dNtlnctlty Jewish, she Is live
slightly
and conveyed to the hotel of that ten Inches tall, slender undprominent
place, where she remained sick for stooped ,thin face and
Her eves and hair are brown
.She received a letter nose.
several days.
while there, which was forwarded to She has the appearanceto of having
culture am;
but some day been used
her from. Mississippi City, Miss., mys- wealth. She speaks several languages
the contents she guarded with
and at times, when her spirit Is not
terious care.
While at Henderson she acted In- tired by an ambition to talk, much of
sane at times, and was suspected of which she does when the opportunity
She refused to presents Itself, there Is a
being an imposter.
eat, though food was given her free. sad look that comes Into her eyes
Finally the people of Henderson be- that speaks volums. It Is probably
came tired of her. and sent her to St. the thoughts of her childhood or the
Itils. and It seems that she was in happiness of a home ahe some time
Chicago, also, while on her Journey had that causes these spells of mo
menury melancholy, and In her hear
from Misxlssinnl to New Mexico.
It was on April 12 that Mrs. Cohen she may carry a secret of wrongs not
left Henderson, Ky., and considering rignieu or a wasieu me.

A

page

CITIZEN.

FEW STUNTS FOK
WHICH HE CLAIMS CREDIT

Springer pleiuld not. guilty.
n:ince.
lie sMted that he was employed by
Co.. to haul away a
the PorterhVId
lot of paper and stuff.
Some of the
paper fell out of the wagons nnd littered uii the alley. 1'pmi Mr. Springer's promise to clean up the litter, the
cae ngntnst him was dismissed.
L C. Wardwell was cl'ed to appear
In police court yesterday morning on
a similar charge, but did not appear
until this morning.
He pleaded not guilty, and his rase
was continued until tomorrow morn-

Make Your
Hot Porch
i.

The Santa Fe's crack train, the
aged 2:1 years, the
California limited, was wrecked Tues- sonWalter Loulssan.
of James Loulssan, a painter,
day night on the CaJon grade, with
one man killed, another one badly in writer, composer and cartoonist of
jured anil several passengers hurt. London, England, whose work has apI'.y a narrow margin the train escaped peared In the London Pally Graphic
from an accident that would hav? and Dally Mall for years. Is In Albu-Hieclipsed In horror the Colton wreck iiuerijue, working at the Alvarado
assistant captain of the bell boys.
on the Southern Faclllc a few week
Young Louissan left home when 14
ago. Without an engine, which had
been cut off to assist in clearing the years of age, and worked as a cabin
France, from
way for the train to pass through the boy to Cherbourg.
wreckage of a Salt Lake freight, the whence he went to Paris, working In
some
English
for
an
time.
store
dozen cars composing the limited,
HAVE VOIR PHOTO TAKEN
tilled with hundreds of passengers, After living In Paris for some months,
a sailor, and since NOW. STAMP IMCTl'ltES 2S CENTS
started down the steep grade, without Louissan became calling
surveyor,'
of a
PEH DOZEN ANI I P. KODK
guidance or control, gaining momen has followed the
A SPECIALTY". PHOTO PILranch
turn ever second until they struck the hotel clerk, pugilist, miner,
LOW COVEItS ON JAPANESE SII.K.
a
actor,
musician,
hatid,
writer
and
engine that was returning to pick up
other occupations in England. Ol'll WOP.K IS OI K Gl'AKANTEK.
the train. The ng'ne was smashed few
Scotland. Ireland. France, Germany. STARR STVDIO, 216 WEST GOLD
to pieces by the impact.
Had the South
Africa. I'nlted States, West In- .WEN IE.
cars run a lew hundred yards farther
down the steep grade they would dies, Mexico and South America.
In talking about his knockabout
have attained a speed that would have career
this morning Young Louissan
As
resulted In an awful catastrophe.
It was, it Is a miracle that no more said:
"Albuquerque appeals to me, and if
were killed and Injured.
move along all right may stay
the runaway of the train was things
The Indians I see
time.
here
caused by some one tampering with aroundsome
the depot are sure queer look- the hand brakes that held the cars, lng objects.
hen 1 went to sleep
The brakes were released without the
lust night 1 dreamed of Indians. They
authority of the conductor, and it has are
saw at close range.
I
ever
the first
not yet been ascertained who released
The mountains look good and the cliHats Ilea net 1 and Hlockctl tn
them and started the cars on their mate
Is delightful.
errand of death.
ny Style Pa nnmas a Spe"I have worked as bell boy and hoAmong the passengers who were In
clerk In some of the finest hotels
cialty
Clothing
steam
jured by the impact of the collision tel
the places are
were a number of well known per In the world. Some ofhotels,
antl
Press1!.
Lonof
Cecil
Strand
and
the
sons. They were taken to San Her
Uif San
Francisco;
Order
Attcndetl to
nardino and later sent from there to don; Plymouth,
Palmer, of Chicago, and
the Santa Fe hospital In Los Angeles. aHrevort ofand
Promptly.
others not so prominent. 1
host
The worst Injuries were sustained have
acted as bell boy on various
by the trainmen riding back on the
from London to
engine. They were caught between steamships running York
to the West:
Africa, New
the steel locomotive and the platform South
Sc
of the onrushing curs, and several of Indies, and Cherbourg, France, to
them escaped death only by the nar Italian ports."
coming
to
States
the
t'nlted
After
rowest margins.
four years ago young Louissan went
THK DEAD.
sheep
ranch of hi.
and
to
the
cattle
John J. OTtourke, Vlctorvllle, sec
Montana,
tlon foreman, head smashed to pul, uncle, Ernest Ward. In learning
to
where he spent some time
and almost torn off his shoulders.
got
him
a
Job with
His uncle
ride.
THK IXJL'RED.
survey
F. W. Howbert,
Denver, United the t'nlted States geological
but not caring for that
States Internal revenue collector for commission,
he quit to work as clerk of the
Colorado and Wyoming, spine badly work,
Plymouth hotel at San Francisco.
injured and scalp torn.
Walter Louissan
Miss Georgella Lay, Chicago, ac While in 'Frisco
aftcompanist for Ellen Heach Yaw, spine Joined an athletic club and was
Dividends In the other fellow's
erwards matched with other aspirin
Injured and scalp cut.
pocket on the rent you are
J. D. Jones, Chicago, colored por- amateur pugilists at the Olympic
ter on Pullman car, spine Injured and club.
paying.
thesplan
In
experience
the
His brief
shoulder hurt.
he, a man
A small cash payment and
Trainmaster J. H. Galvln, San Her line was In England, when
and
his wife .toured the provinces
nardino, back hurt, badly bruised and w
$20.00 a month will buy a
they
mystery,"
where
of
"show
a
ith
shaken.
house, with bath.
supposed to cut the woman's
About ten other passengers bruised were off,
cut up a man and do other
head
and shaken.
g
things, which netted
Trallic 'JTitl I'p Twenty Hours.
money for a while,
REALTY CO.,
The lirst westbond train to go them considerable
a failure.
through here on the Santa Fe since but which was later
1
want to go buck to
"Well, while
J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.
early yesterday afternoon was the
said Louissan.
wrecked train No. 3, due here at 3:15 England some day." good
to me unit
still America louks
o'clock yesterday afternoon, which ar- every
new state I live in makes me
rived here at 10:52 o'clock this mornNew Mex
MADE OF
ing and went on to Los Angeles after like It that much better.
mountains
a brief stop.
The other delayed pas- ico has Its horses. Indians,
something
at
is
deserts,
and
and
that
senger trains, N'os. 1 and 7, of the
to my roving nature."
61LA
MONSTER Santa Fe, and -- 01 of the Salt Lake, tractive
(alvanlMil Iron Cornier, Tin Hoof
Louissan came to the Alvarailo
followed fast upon No. 3, going
Slitt-p-tli-p
lng.
Tanks, dial van 1h1
through on a block ten minutes apart. with good recommendations.
Water Tanks, pipe antl Ittpalr Work
The body of John J. O'ltourke, the
tme of the most delicate and din section foreman, was brought to the
1- -2
gerous pieces of embalming done in city this morning and his family at LAS VEGAS GIRL
Albuouernue was finished this morn Vlctorvllle notified.
The dead man
lng by A. Horders, the local under leaves a w ife, three sons and a daughtaker, when he embalmed the Gila ter.
ATTEMPTS SUICIDE
He was 55 years old and had
monster found near the Coal avenue been In the employ of the Santa Fe
viaduct several days ago. The rep for a long time and was highly
tile is the property of Dr. Hrlggs, the thought of by his fellow workers.
I X L
I.I7.7.IE
IX
pharmacist, ami will be placed in his
J. (5. Taylor, the Injured brake-ma- IIKAPI"OIXTEI
.EI I. Kit TAKES STKYt IIXIXE
show window of the Alvarado Phar
is in San Hernar-dinwhose
home
macy tomorrow morning for exhlbl
TO I EST I M) Y I.I EE.
AN3- was brought here on a stretcher
Mon.
placed In the baggage room, at
and
"The reptile was turned over to me the Santa Fe depot. Here he was atMeat
Market
Las Vegas. April 26. Disappointed
by I'r. liriggs who chloroformed It.
by Dr. J. N. Haylls and Miss over a love affair. Miss Lizzie Zellaf,
tended
morn
said I'ndertaker Horders this
901 South Edith
Madeline Smith, the Santa Fe nurse,
the employ of Mrs.
nig. "and he asked that It be em and later in the day taken to the a voung woman In (irand
avenue, this
Mary Aldrich of
balmed. While I have had a little Santa Fe hospital in Ios Angeles.
Phone 40
city, tried to kill herself by taking
ixperlence in embalming horses and
evening
of
Wednesday
on
strychnine
other animals, I never experimented
sulfide is
this week. The would-b- e
with a reptile. Hut from all Indlca
of Louisiana and has been
SETTLED a native two
Hons the work is a success, and while MRS. BARDET
known
months,
last
her
here
but
I
can't say for sure, still 1 believe
residence having been in Cheyenne,
that the reptile will remain In good
Wyoming.
condition for an Indelinito period.
Miss Zellar left the home of Mrs
SUIT ANDJOSTS
have been
The local switchmen
Aldrich earlier than usual on Wed
paying some attention to the stories
nesday evening entering soon after the
is
as n lion- the (!ila monster came t
considice cream parlor of Slmpkins nros.
lie found here, when Its real home I
grocein
where she ordered both cream and
in Ariona and along the banks of
asked for writing
the Hlo Grande in Texas. The most Heir to S25.000 Couldn't Pay lemonade. She also
is
proceeded
she
which
with
materials
plausible theory is that the reptile
to write a note, which she placed In
crawled Into a freight car some where
Debt. Until Wife's
$30
the
her pocketbook. While unnoticed
in Arizona or near Kl I'aso, and not
unhappy woman mixed a strong dose
until it arrived here wus It able to
You iiiIhh many good tilings
Softened.
Heart
the
refreshments
with
strychnine
of
get out again.
you tlon't save at much as
she had ordered and as a result was
)ou might, if you fall to
soon in convulsions. She at once coniih your grocrry order.
Just
IIIUIMI SOIWIHSOX
to those who came to her aid
Lul J. Harriet has the money fessed
for example
l
HAMPTON ROADS amiMrs.
that she had taken the poison, that
Louis Is sued for debts.
Ciisli
Norfolk. Vs., April
The Hrit
for Saturday,
These are conditions which are at It was all on acoouut of some man
ish siiuadron,
which sailed from present disturbing the felicity of the named Gilbert, and requested that In
April 27th.
consequences
followed
Hermuda on the 23rd, arrived here Hardet home, and have been given to case serious
6 lbs.. Navy
, 2."c
note
and presents a grand spectacle,
7 lbs., Mexican Ilea lis. . . . 25c
the public by a suit In the district she wished th pocketbook and
to
Mrs.
will remain until the 5th of May.
delivered
written
had
Is
she
4 lbs., Lima Ittiins
the
court, In which Mr. Hardet
2.C
will then vl-- lt t.mebec and Halifax.
4 lbs., Jap Itlce
defendant and one. Fields, and one, Aldrich.
25c
Miss Zellar Is now In the I as Vegas
2,1c linking
Smith, are the plaintiffs. The amount
Powder,
er
Ollicial Mays Self.
can
of the suit was
3t. but when the hospital and thanks to the prompt at20c
25c KtKla Crackers,
Kitlgewood, N. H., April 26. Fred court got through with it, Hardet paid tention of physicians In a fair way to
ht
recover.
more,
an
besides
lKR
20c
erick W. Gardner, Justice of the peace the $30 and $4.50
25c Applo I tu Iter, ier can. 20c
and a wealthy resident of this place, attorney's fee. and all because his
Ask our delivery men for our
killed himself with a pistol Tuesday better half had the money.
money saving prices on everyAnd It all happened Just like this: INJURED MISS HALL
night, when followed by his wife to
thing.
Hardet Is from France. Some time
the door of an apartment occupied by ago
receiv$25,000.
He
he Inherited
a younjr woman.
CONTINUES JOURNEY
ed $6,000 of the money and because
Mrs.
Are you looking for something? He he lost It by bad Investment,
that she would care
member the want columns of The Hardet decided Installment,
which was
Evening Citizen are for your especial for the second
OLM-.OF
MISSION
$2,000, and It was while the had this
benefit.
It talks to the people and money
KAII MN lKAI AND
got
In
to
Hardet
debt
that
they talk to you.
WOMW HUM.
Fields anil Smith.
o
When Mrs. Hardet saw her husSubscribe for The Erenmg Citizen.
Miss Elizabeth Hall, of Ottawa,
band being sued, her heart softened
the news.
was
who
III., the elderly woman
and she settled the suit.
taken from a Santa Fe passenger
train Sunday night and taken to St.
Joseph's hospital, and then to the
FOUR NEW ATTOR
Sant Fe hospital, suffering from a
broken hip and bruised knees, was
1907
put aboard train No. 8 last night by
NEYS FOR ROSWELL C.
H. Olmstead, of Ottawa, 111.
Mr. Olmstead arrived In Albuquerque Tuesday niht and Wednesday he Third Annual Play University
for taking Miss
lioswell. N. M.. April 26. Vpon made arrangements
of New Mexico
back to Illinois, and also th
the recommendation of the standing Hall
Hiram Ilavid
committee from the Har association, body of his brother.
at San Diego,
composed of (J. A. IMchardson, U. S. Olmstead, who died
Hall was
Hateinan and K. K. Scott, the fol Cal., and whose tobody Miss
the olj home for
lowing have been granted temporary escorting back
burial, when she fell and was injured.
license to practice law: F. I .
H. Iieb. Heflin, Henzlo I). How-er- s
and C. C. Morgan, the first mem-tiont- d
WIVES
CLEANIN6
being a Yale graduate.
This CITY
license holds good until the next s
of the teriitoilal supreme court.
In January. ISO.
CAMPAIGN IS ON
MX-IMIIN- G

"Th

Hatters

Clt-aiic-

Viitlur Pintles will ttfra
yon a cool, welntletl restfnl
retreat on tlie liottfft tlaya,
practically addlnf another
room to your home and
thai room the moet comfortable, serviceable room of

Most Comfortable PUca

in tha Hoim."

all.
Call anil tee our Mock

ALBERT FABER'S
... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

'308-31- 0

N. H. ANDRUS

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler
repair.
Gold Ave.

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for

Watch Inspector A. T.

&

no West

S. F. R. R.

(OOCWOCC0CCO000M0CO

A Checking Account

-s

Corner
3rd St. Gold Ave

s

Cool

PORCH SHADES

The Albuquerque

1

il

M

ing.

Charles Penwell, colored, against
whom another complaint was Issued,
was represented by Judge Heacock,
who secured a continuance until tomorrow morning.
"The teamsters, drivers and merchants in town seem to have a horror of dumping their paper, ashes,
waste, garbage and stuff on the city
dump south, of the railroad tracks,"
said Judge Craig.
Wardwell said that he had been
di.mplng his tissh
:he city
limits, which he thought held him beyond the city, but he was Informed
that the city In a case of this kind
could follow him a number of miles
Into the county.
J. F. Hrown, the attorney, who was
arraigned Wednesday for violating
':,
the state
wis l.vil. I
when he compiled with the law and
hauled away the garbage he had contributed to a vacant lot near hifl
house.

nv

Put System Into Your Business

WHEN
book.

you pay all bills by check, your bualncu n recorded
at cor
Each Item shows for lUelf. There
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Ton have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

10 per cent.'

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

far-aw-
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POLICE COURT
1UT TK.VMI'S
,M
ULUti INCREASES
l.K WORKING
EORCK
STREET
KOl'U MEN.
NOT

WKKK

IU.MS,

Delivery
the second

our
eration
ry trado Quality
the first, always

tine Perea and Jacob Ofwald, two
were

fined J 5 a piece.

'Pedro Valdes. the native who was
nrrested Wednesday, charged by M.
It. Pitt with having taken his watch,
was dismissed from custody last
night, as Pitt did not apear 10 .prosecute him.
THE LITTLE t ol NT JiOM

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

Under Snvoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less

and the worries fewer.

TOU NEKD A TELEPHONE

KARTIHJCAKE M'AltrX THE
PEOPLE OE ITALY.
Verona. Italy, April 28. A sharp
earthquake was felt here at 5:45 yesterday morning, followed by another
but lighter shock at 7. The people
were thrown Into a panic, but no casualties followed. The shock was als)
felt In a number of other cities.

1TI

Sl

The Best Cuts of Meat
can be had here any time. We dont
reserve them for a favored few and
compel the others to take what Is left.

First Come is First Served
this market. We believe In giving;
everybody a square deal. Also- - In an-ln- g
the very best meat we can get hold
of at the lowest prices possible. Try
us with an order.
In

The Champion Grocery Co.

Elks' Opera House

622-02- 4

THE

FLY"

us your Job wort. Prices
the very lowest and the work will
Munri inpe"i..ii anywhere.
und calling c irds a specialty.
Hu'-lne-

o

To Chicken Tenters.
Mills are selling good
40 per 100 lbn.

Mausard's
wheat at $1

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

SUPERIOR
PLANING MILL
SEE OUR NEW 1JKICK liUILDINO

0sKj000OOO00000
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WINDSOR

J.

C.

BALD RIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more, looks

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
Matter, Lime. Cement.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALIiCVVERQl E, MEW MEL

(juicr.
City Health t iftlcer Frank
of Mayor McKee and Cast Well Chosen
upon the .nlviSOCIAL DANCE
city conned, is hating a strenuous
the
CoHtumlns Kffectlve
Mote Iteiiairiiig.
and resiin notifvi.ig merchant
time
EVERY
SATURDAY
Sttijc St'ttinipt Appropriate
In .my io,... inaile. gasolene dents to stop damping refute and
specialty.
Saddle
a
horses
!:et
L
a specially.
Stokes and stuff in alleys, streets, vacant
A 7 THK
'i.u
lots
drivers - In the city. I'rciinetors of
company. 411 We-- t liailmad avenue. and an white inside the city limits.
wage.
Sadie.pion.c
.he
o
COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL
Vjj,
50 autl 75c
W. II. Springer, the transfer man, Atlinisblon
on Mile at MatMui'n
If you waiit reiulia jD fcjrertlaluf was arraigned this morning charged
IDISSI31
scavenger
Ll" i ' J!
ordiM3
Phone 3U.
112 John
with violating ''i"
rv to Ercoloc CHlteo want id.
after V a. in. huinrtlti), April 27.
1
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SCREENS
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eastern-mad- e

MERRY
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MATTECCCI BROS.
V. TIJeras Ave.
Pheaw

Tuesday, April 30, t30X000O0OOK)KO

Law-hea-
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IX TOCIt HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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:ist.

.

telephone
The
your health, prolongs year Ufe
and protects your borne.

IW-ai-

1HYOUCE.
appeal of

See (

Proprietor

SM-cia-

Paris, April :!6. The
Count Hon! de Castellane against the
decision of the court which on November 14 granted a divorce to
formerly
Countess de Castellan,
Anna tSould, has been listed for May

X

jO

Santa Fe Restaurant

GROCERY

Prompt

drunks picked up lust night,

AGAINST

Where to Dtne Well

t',

'

'

Order Early.

West Gold

n,

-

Tlace Your

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

o,

"Well. I'll Just tine you both Jl"
or ten days," said the court.
Arthur Jackson, the negro, who
tried to wipe the Vendome saloon out
ot existence, ami upon whose body
officer Alex Knapp. had to sit, when
charged with being drunk and disturbing the peace this morning, said
10 or
he was guilty and was fined
ten days.

EH.HTN

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors

C. F. Allen

208

"I'm no vagrant; what is that?"
said T. W. Holley, when arraigned
before Judge Craig In police court
this morning on the charge of vagrancy. Holley and Jack Belcher
were found by M. Katon, night
watchman for the Santa Fe, trying to
force their way into a refrigerator
car loaded with oranges.
"We are tin our way to Colorado
honest
Irorn Alabama. Judge, and
truth, I never was this far away from
We ain't bums, the
home before.
brakeman told us to hide In the ash
pit, and we did so. When we crawled out, he arrested us," pointing to
Katon, who appeared
Watchman
against them.

F. Tomei & Brothers w. r. r.

9

blood-curdlin-

!

Highland Livery
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NIGHT

PACE

ALBUQUERQUE
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Stories About

8

jj

Actresses We Know
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John Rogers, of (ilobc, Ariz., had
been granted a ptrniit to occupy,
and cultivate live acres of land
on t lie Pinal mountain national forest, Arizona.

v

Louis V. Kytinge has been indicted
at Tucson for the . murder of John
l,elcht, and for forgi-iy-

":

i

wife, but of the fetters he Is wearing.
"Man is a natural ruler. Now it
Is quite possible to make him ftel
that he is ordering his household
after his own plan whether he Is or
no. He can be encircled wiui fine
wires that will restrain him without
his ever guessing it. and which serve
belonging
to as a home conductor wherever he
ing from him anil her
your set has brought It nearer. Hut. may g'.
Margie, do you think Hat tie took any
"Here Is llobert, marrying for
pains to keep Carl? From what I love. It is liable to be your fault,
heard I should think not.
then. dear. If he loses Interest. You
"It's only the first thing, dear, to want to mean so much to him that

I.I7TTKHS TO A t.llll. AIIOIT TO
si-;i-;
MAIIKV
(IT.
No. 3.
KKK.PINU A lltsllAND
"My Penr Margie: I .((" what Is
lying on your mind Hattle"s husband going off and no one ever hear-

when a squall comes up or the rainy
days are nt haid or you are overrun
see
with caren he will be ready
your side. even take your part
cases
have
against
himself such
been known.
"Don't try to outrival his cigar.
In
Provide Hubert a smoking-roothe middle of the house, a downstairs
drop
can
whenever
den into which he
he feels like It.. Let him tit it up
with his own things. And, Margie,
don't follow him every time he goes
In there.
With a lifetime ahead of
you surely you can afford to adopt
the line that pays best in the long
run. Then in cornering the man
and his weed you can keep the
smoke in one place.
"But I know my little Margie will
have no trouble In keeping her mate.
You need not chain him down with
that sense of husbandly duty: true
love and devotion will bind him to
you, and are fetters strong and pleasant to wear.
Your loving
"AUNT

get a husband. The next, and more
Important, is to keep him. There Is
too much reliance on the supposition
that to tie a man in what is or used
to be an untleable knot Is to bind
every fibre of his being for good.
Oh. yes. he Is quite honest when he
takes his marriage vows and he will
carry them out In the spirit as well
as In act If he Is not dlllusloned. It
is a little hard on a fellow after being mounted on a pedestal by a woman to be made to step down to the
level of ordinary companion or bread
winner. But a wise and tactful bride
tan easily mould her hopeful groom
Into the happiest of husbands.
"It Isn't easy for a man to get
away from his wife, almost Impossible for one of the right sort, but
no married woman cares to have her
husband restive In the harness. Almost every bachelor who makes a
apeclalty of studying his married
friends with a view of
can tell you that each blessed
benedict he knows has times when
he is tired of matrimony; not of his

-
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olga Nethersole.
the great emotional actress, has a
keen sense of humor. M.inv lnte
esting little sidelights., not apparent to an audience
absorbed in he
Impassioned porof
trayals
such
roles as "Carmen,"
occur III the Nethersole production-- .
l ne ricn rippie iil
i I
I the star's laughter
s.I ,,n..i, uh,,

K

Kngineer Phil (.'lark, of Xng.iles. is
of
I'l'llfclatlon
in Jail In Mexico, charged Willi incitlaHssansasiaMMH
some absurdity be
ing a rebellion In Mexico and smui;-Klin- g
hind the scenes
arms across the bonier.
even
tin
while
audience In front
Tucson is still having badger lights. Is yet furtively wiping t.way the tear
J. i. Urubai ker, a Ios Angeles min
her splendid emotional acting
ha
ing man, pulled the string last.
summoned.
line of the funniest incidents, and
At the closing meeting of the con one of tile mo-- t embarrassing, says
gress of (he Daughters of the Ameri the great artist, that ever happened
can Revolution at Washington. I). ( ., miring a performance
was
one
Mrs. Walter Talbot, of Phoenix, and which some years ago befell a leaii- Mrs. Kilzabeth Brown' were named! Ing man who was submitting to the
regents for Arizona of the order.
fervent Nethersole caresses In her
"Saplio." The leading man had the
(Joveriior Kibbey and the members
to be
and while
of the board of control will leave on the stage wore a toupee. In some.
way,
while the star and her leading
Phoenix for the southern part of the
territory on a tour of Inspection next man were alone on the stage, and
Monday.
They will visit the reform at the climax of an emotional scene,
school at Benson, nnd will also go to the toupee became loosened, and as
Nethersole clasped her stage lover In
Clifton, Douglas ami Tombstone.
an impassioned embrace, she swept
After having purchased the fnniou.4 her hand over his head with a fond
liay and Cavanaugh copper mines in caress. To her own horror and the
Pinal county for I3.UOH.000, Charles consternation of the leading man himself, the toupee Hew from his head
M. MacNelll, copper and smelter magnate of I'tah and Colorado; Sherman anil landed In the footltght trench,
Aldrlch, mine operator, of Colorado where it slowly sizzled and fried, givSprings and Hhyollie. and I. C. Jack-ll- ing forth an odor that pervaded the
general manager of the Great whole house, and leaving the pate of
the leading man as innocent of hair
I'tah Copper company, are in Los An- as
a billiard ball. The scene was engeles making plans to concentrate
majiy of their vast mining Interests in tirely spoiled, and the curtain came
down
with the audience in a laughAngeles.
Los
ter and the dignity of the perform"Judging from my observations, I ance gone.
believe that Yavapai county will have
Helene Lackaye
a $10,000,000 assessment roll this
year," said Assessor T. K. Campbell,
Ridings,
of
Monday
to Prescott
who returned
Lackaye.
Wilton
to
and
Jerome
official
an
visit
from
of
winner
and
the Verde valley.
some bright histrionic laurels on her
OCXX)C)OOOOtXXXXXXXXXXXX)CXXXJ
own account, is a
woman not afraid
of rats.
When the Old

lsr

"Afraid

Town Was New
UOOCOOCXX)OOOOOOOOCX300CXXXXJ
(By Xetl While.)
Down the street with faltering foot-

-.

'-

Presidential

A

jJOK

.$

steps
In the evening's mellow glow
See the old man passing.
Thinking of the long ago;
Looking backward o'er life's Journey
Through the mists of fading years
To the days of the prospectors
To the good old pioneers.

1

:

r.
Thinking of the good
I f his comrades
brave and true;
Of the time when friends were loyal
hen this old town was new;
"They are gone," he sadly murmur.
And his old eyes fill with tears
As he tells of good old Tombstone
As it was in other years.

He may tell some doubtful stories,

But the truth I won't gainsay.
For old Tombstone was a hummer
Yes, a dandy in her day.
They are gone, those good
Some are sleeping neath the dew;
Some remain yet to remind us
That once this old town was new.
rs

Honor to the old prospector
Let his memory ever stay:
Now he's vanished, gone forever
Brave old boy of yesterday.
He who ventured o'er the desert
Blazed the trail for me and you
Has gone to rest on yonder mesa
Since this old town was new.
Tombstone Prospector.

(By Stuart Muileaii.)
I am so glad my mother taught
Me, when I was a little boy,
That every child of conscience ought
To manly principles employ;
"My little son," satd she, "must show
The strength and courage to say No."
Said she. "No matter what the great
Temptation Is to help yourself,
A boy should never violate
The Jam that sits upon the shelf."
So I avoid Imbroglio
By saying loudly, "No" No! No!"

CXjCXXXXXXXOCXXXXXXXXOCXXO
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Gallantry in Men
P Not on the Wane

(By Henry Wuilswortli IsMigfcllow.)
Were half the power that tills the
world with terror.
Were half the wealth bestowed on
camps and courts.
(iiven to redeem the human mini
from error
There were no need of arsenals
and forts.

The warrior's name would be a name
abhorred!
And every nation that should lift
again
ly
Its hand against a brother, on Its
forehead
In the family archives are
father.
(By Zelinu Travers.)
Would wear forever more the curse
esteemed forefather,
Some women, not the majority hap- letters from the
of
Cain.
grandmother Is led to
pily, are doing a lot of useless worry- In which hismay
walk over her lord, Down the dark future, through long
ing these days about the decay of believe she
him Into bits and throw him
gallantry among the sterner sex. mince lions
generations.
if she will only have him.
They don't know true gallantry when to the
The echoing sounds grow fainter
you
Imagine
Do
believed
she
it?
they see It. That's where the trouble
nd then cease;
None of that for the man of today. And like a bell, with solemn, sweet
lies.
He
Men know their true attitude to- He wastes no time
vibrations.
ward their opposite! but in the stress writes with the brute in him no nearI hear once more
the voice of
of modern business ways have no er to the surface than it was two
say, "Peace!"
Christ
ago.
marry
years
you
argument.
"Will
hundred
time for rambling
In the hurry and bustle of the pres- me? I need you. I must have you," Peace! and no longer from Its brazed
ent a man has not the time to make and he usually gets what he wants
portals
courtly bows, waiting patiently for and then Instead of bullying her
The blast of war's great organ
mlladl to move, nor to frame charm- round as report has it women were
shakes the skies!
ing speeches. He says "Sure," if he bullied around in the past, he settles But, beautiful as songs of the imfavors her sentiments and Is quite down quietly and proceeds to be her
mortals.
likely to say "Not on your life." tf slave. There is nothing he refuses
The holy melodies of love arise.
contrary minded and the woman of to do for tier. He is not always pasense understands. But In his heart, tient, and Is Just as likely to swear opooocxaxxxxcxxx
hidden the closer, because of his during the performance of unpleasbluntness, Is a tenderness of which ant tasks as not, but he Insists upon
fine words could never be the growth. doing more than half of life's bur- 8 Mistook Boaz tor Booze
If he doesn't, he's a back
He feels deeper, with ull due re- dens.
spect for the past, than his grand number, that's all.

ox3ex)ccoocooex3oo
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Turquois Native Gem

exxxxxxxxxxxxxxxooooocoooo
From

Kenn Record.

In our last Issue we seem to have
made a mistake oit account of not being able to read some of our special
correspondence. Don't know whether
the writer had some "booze" or not.
Now. my dear Boaz, we don't want to
say anything ubout you or your town,
but we have the copy here you sent
in and we published, all we could get
out of it.
Then you came back this
week with a howl and say we made
a mistake of more than 2.0U0 feet
about that water you have down
there, and say it is only twenty-tw- o
feet, but don't say where you started
from when you measured the dis-

both are rivals In beauty of color and
(Tucumcari Times.)
Mexico's native gem is tin- the ky of azure and the cloud of
tourouolse. one of the most beautiful 'ose every woman of New Mexico
, .
. .i.i.
.
.
..
.v,. I,-- whether by birth or adoption, should
....
i Bl..e,.
,,,HSS tt turquoise a dainty bit of
unmau-nauias me green uiue water; tender blue in gold, like a lake in a
of Niagara which has never been well ripened heat Held to show her
Its rarest shades ale not ty to the land in whose breast (lie
unlike those of the turquoise and tone has lain for ages.
tance. If you started from the top
of the ground, we know what made
you use the kind of language you did
mi
in your correspondence this week, for,
verily, we believe the stuff you found
I
feet of the surface
within twenty-tw- o
at Boaz would make any old thing
run off at the mouth Just a little, and
as for you vouching for the distance,
TT
ITS
we want to tell you now that if the
language you speak Is as bad as you
wrote, we would have to put the tape
to the well ourselves before we were
V-7
really satlsed about the depth, anyhow. No, we won't publish what yu
-send us this week, for we mail a copy
of the paper baijk to our friends at
Afl
Ten
home and we wrote them when wr
tirst came out that all the people we
, Druggist
Cents 050
had out here were "white' 'and we
don't want to lose our "rep'' Willi tin
old folks ut home.
New

-
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.They act ike Exercise.
SV
ST

for the Bowels

them!" exclaimed
the handsome arecently,
ctress
while In Portland. .
.i
Oregon, with "The
Heir to the Hoo-rahI
. "why
should say not! I
love
the
dear
Just
little quakers with
their
soft
and
their
sharp little black eyes, tnd their cunning little bewhisekred noses. Up In
eSattle. the hotel manager apologized
for the rats that he said had somehow- got a start In the hotel, and asked If I had been disturbed by the
scampering and squeaking of the little things in the celling and between
the walls. I laughed and confessed
that I had not been annoyed at all,
but had been cultivating the acquaintance of a dear little gray chap with
long whiskers, whom I had coaxed
out of a hole he had gnawed, by
means of caramels and some bits of
food I had carried away from the
table In the grill. I heard afterward
that this explained something to the
astonished steward of the grill, who
had seen me slipping the food into
my handbag, and
who must
have
thought I was hoarding up for hunger between meals!"

s
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gray-coat-
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I Little Stories
About Big Men

loyal-Imitate- d.
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for burial of pauper dead
In accordance with the ordinance of
the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
will be received by the council of said
city and opened at a special or regular meeting to be held on or after
April 29th, 107. All bids must be in
the hands of the city clerk not later
than April 29th, at 12 o'clock noon.
Certified check In the sum of ten dollars, payable to the city, to insure
good faith of bid, must accompany
bid, check to be returned to bidder
when contract Is entered Into. Bond
In the sum of two hundred dollars
will be required from tho successful
bidder, conditioned for the faithful
performance of the contract In accordance Willi city ordinances, advertising for bid ami contract entered
Into. Contract to run for one year,
from May 6th. 1H07.
Proposals are also to Include ambulance for service for the city for
such cases as may be decided by the
mayor, marshal or city physician to
be destitute cases.
Proposals also to include adequate
ambulance service to and from the
pest house, whether located within or
without the city limits for such cases
as may be decided by the mayor, city
physician or marshal to be destitute
cases.
HARItY F. LEE,
Clerk.

pkoposals Foit ri:i:iix(j
citv pmsoxiats.

Sealed bids for the furnishing of
meals to the city prisoners and taking
care of and cleaning city building will
be received by the city council to be
opened at special or regular meeting
to be held on or after April 29th,
1!07.
Each bidder will be required
to deposit a certified check of ten dollars, payable to the city to insure the
good faith of the bid.
Checks to be
returned to the bidders when con
tract is entered Into.
Said contract
to be let to the lowest and best bid
per meal, all bids subject to rejection
by the council.
Contract to run for
one year from May 8th, 1907.
The city ordinances are to be con
sldered a part of this advertisement
and all bids shall be in accordance
therewith.
Sealed bids are to be directed to the
city clerk and marked "Bid for Fur
nlshing Meals to City Prisoners," and
must be in the hands of said clerk
not later than 12 o'clock noon, Mon
day. April 29th, 1907.
HA BUY F. LEE,
Clerk.

Leslie

mmtzmn trust

CITY PRINTING
Sealed bids will be received from
newspapers published in the city of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, for city
printing for one year from the 6th day
of May, 1907, said bids to be opened
by the city council at special or regular meeting to be held on or after
April 29th. 1907.
Each bidder will
be required to enclose with his bid a
certified check for ten dollars, payable
to the city to Insure good faith of bid,
checks to be returned to bidders when
contract is entered Into.
The person or corporation to whom contract
is let will be required to furnish bond
In the sum of two hundred dollars to
be approved by the mayor and coudl
tloned for the faithful performance of
Sealed bids are to be
the contract.
directed to the city clerk and marked
"Bid for City Printing," and must be
in the hands of the clerk not later
than 12 o'clock noon, Monday, April
29th, 1907. All bids must specify the
amount to be charged per brevier
inch for the first insertion, and so
much charged for subsequent insertions, and to be based on the printing
of ordinances, proclamations, notices,
etc.
Job work to be on 500 letter
heads, 500 envelopes, one-hasheet
d
blanks,
sheet blanks and
sheet blanks, for the first
100 and for each subsequent 100, and
all other necessary Job work.
Bids
to be based on tlrst-clastock for
commercial printing.
HARRY F. LEE, '
Clerk.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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Capital and Surplus. $iou,ooo

INTEREST

ALLOWED

With Amp'

111-

SAVINGS

ON

Mtana and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

-

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $159,000.00.

and

Solicit

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier: W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-mo- n
Luna, A- - M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHJSOX, TOPEKA AND SANTA FK RT.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, MEW MEXICO
JOSHUA 8. RAYNObDS
M. W. PLODRNOT
FRANK IfcKKB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATN0LD9

PROPOSALS l'OK

u.

m.

Vlc

PnatMwt
President

Caattler
JuMlatant Caahlw
Director

omiTor

Authorlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit
(or Atchison, Topeka 4 Santa Fe
Depositor

$500,09.M
I260.000.H
Railway

Compiiy

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business and with the
assurance on our part

that it will be kept
STRICTLY

lf

PRIVATE

one-thir-

one-quart- er
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PROPOSALS FOU CITV TEAMS.
Sealed bids will be received for the
furnishing to the city for one year of
teams, wagons, harthree
ness and drivers thereof, with the
privilege of three additional teams,
wagons and drivers thereof, to be
furnished when needed.
Contract to
run for one year from May 6th, 1907.
be
teams
to
Said
used for city purposes under the direction of the street
committee six days in the week, and
ten hours per day, with the privilege
of one or two teams being called to
work on Sundays when desired; said
Sunday work, however, to be additional work and to be paid for pro
Each
rata In accordance with bid.
and every of said horses to weigh at
pounds,
least twelve hundred
and the
men,
drivers thereof to be
capable of performing the work required.
Said bids will be opened by the
city council at special or regular
meeting to be held on or after April
29th, 1907, and contract to be let to
tile lowest and best bidder. Each
bidder is required to deposit a certl-ne- d
check for ten dollars, to Insure
the good faith of the bid, said check
to be returned when contract is entered into. The party whose bid Is
accepted will be required to give bond
In the sum of two nundred dollars,
conditioned
for the faithful performance of the contract.
be directed to the city
to
All bids
clerk and marked "Bid for Furnishing Team and Driver," and must be
in the hands of said clerk not later
than twelve o'clock noon, Monday,
two-hor-

Many stories and
Incidents in the
life of that great

politician,
M. Shaw,

But oh! that jam is awful good;
I'd like to have another taste.
And what a frightful shame It would
Be If it all should go to waste!
If I could only, some way, go
And take it while I'm saying No!
i

of

l7.

BIDS FOR CITY WORK

bald-heade-

n,

2,

AI'ltH.

Proposal")

7.. T. Vail, of Tucson, Ariz., has been
granted a permit to maintain an enclosure of 4'.' acres of land on the
Santa I'atnllna national forest for the
pasturing of saddle horses and beef
steers.

if-- ?
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EVENING

iState National Bank
ALBUQUERQUE

se

o f
the
treasury.
have
been printed and
reprinted, but here
Is
one involving
the renowned diplomat
and
the
leader of a country band that has
never before been
published.
When Mr. Shaw
was governor of
Iowa he was invit
ed to make a short address at a republican rally to be held at Lanark,
III., a small town Sn the great corn
producing section about 100 miles
west of Chicago.
A platform
had been erected 'n
Lanark's main street, and from this
Mr.
eminence
Shaw was holding the
corn producers spellbound when the
country band caiv.e marching down
the street playing "Marching Thru
leorgiu."
to
Much
the speaker's
surprise, and also to the amazement
of the audience, the band encircled
the platform and then took up a position- right by Its side. Whenever Mr.
Shaw tried to resume speaking, the
band started up.
1907.
If there was one thing the Ianark April 29th.
The city ordinances are to be conband v. us noted for more than anoth- sidered
a part of this advertisement
er, it was ability to make lots of
and all bids shall be in accordance
noise.
Mr. Shaw decided to make a final therewith. subject
to rejection by the
All bids
stand, and shouting ut the top of his city.
voice, he tried to continue, when the
HARRY F. LEE.
band began playing "There'll Be a
Clerk.
Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight."
The speaker's voice was completely
OF
NOTICE
SPECIAL
ELECTION.
drowned, and he left the town in disgust.
By Authority of (ho City Council of
of course, all the good citizens of
the. City of Albuquerque, N. M.
the town were highly indignant at
of the distinguished
the treatment
Notice Is hereoy given that an elecvisitor. They talk ubout it in Lanark tion will he held in the city of Albuto this day.
querque, New Mexico, on Saturday,
The Interruptions were the result May 4. 1907, between the hours of
of a conspiracy on the part of the 9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.,
democrats. It developed that of said day, at the following voting
the leader, Dave Pfoutz, and most of places:
the members of the band were demoFirst Ward City Hall.
crats. They had resolved to make
Second
Ward Ohiee
of Chas.
great
the
republican speech a fiasco, Chadwick 4 Co., on Uold avenue.
and they surely did.
Third Ward Office of E. H. Dunbar, corner of Third street and Uold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
New Mexico P
R. Craig. Justice of the
South
street.
Meerschaum Third
At which said election the question
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
uocxjooooooc)cxaxxxxj(xojocxu Thousand
($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
From Kansas City Star.
Because of the discovery of vast Mexico, to erect and build a city
deposits of meerschaum In the moun- building, will be submitted to the
tains of New Mexico it Is likely that qualified voters of said city, who are
the monopoly of that mineral here- the owners of real or personal proptofore held by the Turkish govern- erty, subject to taxation, within the
ment will lie broken, and the pipes of said City of Albuquerque, New Mextnat material will be lessened in cost ico.
I 'mil
In witness whereof I have hereunto
recently all the meerschaum
used In tin. commerce of the world set my hand and caused to be affixed
was produced from a mine in the the s.'al of the City of Albuquerque,
plains of EshWlhlsiier, Anatolia. Tur- New Mexico.
key in Asia, in thoi-- mines are emFRANK McKEE.
Mayor.
ployed lo. unit men. The output of
the mine is owned by the Turkish AttestH.VKRV F. LEE.
K' verninent. and It kept the price up.
City Clerk.
it is said that enough meerschaum
(SEAL.
county.
(tram
in
has been discovered
April 3, 1907.
publication
N. XI , t supply the world's neeJ.
Fut

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

i

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

able-bodi-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
It's Hard to Tell
good paint from bad by Just looking
at a pot of paint. It's only after it
has been exposed to the weather for
a few months that you can see the
effects of poor paint. Then It is too
.'ate. If you buy your paints of u
you always get good paint the kmd

that wears.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third and Marquette
y
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

L B. PUTNEY

1171.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staole Groceries la
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M

Z

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

e

-

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

Ftrst and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

1 'KID AY,

Art'.IL

2fl.

AIlirQFEr.QUE

17.

iiiuHifirnicni

Wf are exclusive agents
for

NATIONAL
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LUMBERING FROM
Hoosier Kitchen

EVENING CITIZEN.

Just a Word

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

FORESTS

Cabinet
pantry, cupboard and
work-tabl- e
combined.
It saves work and gives
you more time for other
things. A large assortment of styles and finishes Just received. 8ee
window display, Including a handsome Superior Range. The rnnge
that will stand more
fire than any range on
the market. Prices and
terms to suit everybody.

A

DEAD

Rights

W.V. Frutrelle Furniture Co
Cir. Coal and Second

TIMBER

H.ive you purchased your eummer suit?
It not, be fair with yourself this time and read carefully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here's your chance.

MENACE PULLMAN CARS AND HOTELS

A

of People-Unc- le
Reaps Where He Has
Not Sown.

A complete line of garments
that for style, nobby
patterns, fit, work nanshlp and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manutactured by

Sam Have to Make Arrangements for
the Trip Every Convenience
Afforded.

Kohn Brothers
Chicago
CLOTHING.
An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garments
$12.00 to $25.00.
furnishings.
We've a complete line of
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
right."
You'll find them here "Just right" priced "Just

IMON

An ntlns, which stands twenty-tw- .i
Inches In helghth and weighs S00
manufacturer may not have exercised pounds and consists of forty volumes,
xxxxxxooooocxdocodooooooo necessary
care.
govhave has Just been issued from the
members
The association
Washingat
printing
office
ernment
go
to
willingness
the
Into
evinced a
question of steel rails from all sides ton, containing Information about the
standpoint. national forests of the United States.
and from an unbiased
They admit that possible changed
The contents of the book treat of
as
conditions, such
heavier
phase of the forests of the Unitrains, greater speed, and the intro- every
States and the privileges the peoduction of electric motors may have ted
ple have with them.
made it advisable that new rail
The national forests are for the use
should be adopted. Wherever
Vice resident T. G. Ilawn, of the' the blame, however, they Insist that of the people, but in such a way as
their perpetual value for
Illinois O ntral railroad, and family. there are too many broken rails, with will Insurepurposes,
timber supply and
of Chicago, passfd thuogh AlhuUei-- ; their terrible story of death and dis- protective
a rail should be manfor the grazing of stock. Our lavish
jue last night m belated train No. f. aster and that
offiupon
salmon,
operating
lobsters .bufof
which
ufactured
destruction
"
cials may depend With reasonable falo, or seals, were errors which can
(,U:MM(IS AMI mtowxs
be corrected within a short 'leriod of
CROSS HATS TOMORROW. certainty.
The effect of motors on rails Is time, but if we destroyed our forThe Gernnima baxe ball team will thus
"The introduction
of ests without replacement. It would be
play the Browns at Traction park electrictreated:
gravity, a sin whic h we have no right to com
motors of low
ISunday afternoon.
The Geronimos; long, rigid wheel bass center
and wheels of mit against our grandchildren.
will wear their new suits, and from
diameter, will no doubt have an
sale of timber or privileges
the talk of the men they are pgoing In small
In
effect on rail wear
the future. The by The
the government Is In some respects
will effect on the rail In the London
to win. The Geronimo line-utubes
Hilly Near, cutcher, has already caused comment, and has a different transaction from the orbe as follows:
dinary business principles with which
Bob Orchard, pitcher; Claude Blair, j led to a suggestion for the appointA successful merfirst base; Tony Johnson, second base; ment fif a committee of English engi- we are familiar. buy
wisely and sell
chant has only to
Lempke, third base; Ben Helwig, neers to investigate the subject."
a protlt which will cover all his
field;
HhortMtop; Beauchamp,
left
When the committee considered the at
Wigley, question. It Is understood that they risks. The government reaps where
Rodtrer Gatlln. right field;
center field; Frank Kruskey, substi- had before them several broken rail It has not sown, but proposes to sow
now that the equilibrium of nature
tute.
sections, which had caused accidents may
not be disturbed. It charges for
In the east and which tlrelr chemists
timber and privileges to cover the
HEADLIGHTS ARK DKt'KP- and metalurglsts' reports showed to cost
of maintaining and Increasing
TJVK I?. MOW MEXICO. be Imperfect rails, one of the theo
supply. In each transaction It
'Very few tourists have any Idea of ries entertained Is that the new pro Isthenecessary
that all th conditions be
the distance at which an electric cesses employed in the manufacture considered, that
be done and
headlight can be seen," said Depot of steel rails results In many imper good result. TheJustice
atlas is to supply
fect rails, owing to the short time
Master Fields last night.
necessary facts.
As he was talking the headlight of given for cooling. In former days, the
Suppose a citizen desires to purpassenger train No. 8 hove In sight, where a mill had a cnpnclty of only
to 5.000 tons a week, more care chase a certain amount of timber
about a mile below Barr station, ten 3.000
forests.
various from one of the national
miles below Albuquerque. Just then was exercised in all of the process,
steps of the manufacturing
The questions of agreement arise over
a man was heard to exclaim:
now
big
paid
capacity
price
be
to
mills the
and the condithe
"Here she comes; she'll be here In whereas
rush orders through with imperfect tions of the sale. There are a numa Jiffy."
ber of conditions under which the
As the reflection of the headlight Inspection and Imperfect process.
government Is most anxious to sell:
hove In sight the baggage men and
V forest
may be overmature; It may
truckmen began placing their trucks MISSOl RI PACIFIC I AYS $.1,000
FOR FIREMAN'S LIFT be a benefit to a. growing forest to
in place, but in a leisurely manner.
Wichita. Kan.. April 28. When the thin out the stand, for the light and
"What's the matter with her? I'll
will Increase the yield of the retet she struck something," said tin case of A. G. Mabry against the Mis air
dry,
sourl Pacific railroad
for $10,000 maining trees; the amount of menexcited man.
and down t!nur may.be a
Just then Night Depot Master damages for the death of Charles J 'dead
adjoining
more
ace
valuable
to
Fields walked along and he was com- Mabry was called in the district
pelled to tell the man that from the court, the plaintiff informed the Judge areas, for forest tires are very de-- :
to
place where the light Is first seen to that a settlement had been effected structlve; It may be necessary
and
the passenger depot Is nearly ten and the case was stricken from the stop the ravages of bark-beetlonly
Is
miles, and it takes about that many docket. Charles Mabry was employ- to sacrifice infested areas. It
minutes before the train pulls Into the ed by the defendant road as fireman. In the atlas that such facts couldmll-beOn March 18, while firing an engine, kept in convenient form for the
station.
the coupling pin between the engine lions of acres covered by national for
and tender broke and Mabry was ests.
RAILROAD STOCK
thrown under the wheels. Fourteen
WATKK-SOAKKIn addition to the limited free use
cars passed over his body before it which actual settlers enjoy, there are
St. Paul, April 25. Railroad prop- was possible to stop
the
The
train.
conditions under which the cash price
erty in Minnesota is valued at
by the Sun berg investigating amount compromised on was $3,000. for timber must be low to be equitable. The trees may toe almost ln- committee, which returned Its report
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
accessible and it will be expensive to
to the state senate recently.
This Is
get the logs to the mill; there may
127,000,000
a mile.
approximately
' be
Eggs
$1.50
setting.
ped
Rose comb.
considerable underbrush to be re-- !
The property is capitalized to the ex- Brown Leghorns and Barred
Rocks.
tent of about $400,000,000, or $50,000 Pure bloods. 240 laying hens. Address moved; It may be an uphill pull to
the mill; the wood may be Inflama mile on an average. The net earn- J. E. Pauley, Estancla, N. M.
mable, and, therefore, the limbs and
ings according to the committee findo
tops must be disposed of without enings averaged over $5,000 a mile last
"These bribery cases are nearly al- dangering the standing forest;
the
year, or 18 per cent on the commit- ways
petty
ones.
You
never
of
timber may be for local use, to as-- j
hear
tee's valuation.
being
a
man
enterprises
$10,000."
bribed
for
slst
help
will
which
the
The report says that, to arrive ut
the cost of reproducing and equiping give"Certainly not. A man who can people. The atlas Is a collection of
that much and a man who Is all kinds of information which will
the different lines in their present
worth that much have Bense enough help the expert who consults its pageJ
condition the committee considered to
keep
when dealing with the public. It
it quiet."
the original cost of construction; the
shows the topography and streams;
cost of Improvements,
betterments
roads, railways and trails; houses,
and equipment added since; the cost
schools and other structures, the
and character of lines recently built;
title to the lands; the stand of the
the expense of operating and the
forests and the species represented;
earnings under the existing rates;
Malt is the body in beer.' the locations and dates of burns and
value of stocks and bonds, the geoPabst Eight-Da- y
Malting cuttings, mid if they are restocking
graphy of the line and the Judgment
displayed in its location.
Profess makes perfect beer, with young trees. It also contains a
history of each national forest from
Referring to the Chicago Great
because it converts every the
time that it was created by pro-- ,
Western .the report says:
e
particle
of
in c tarnation by the president
of the
"This road was built by A. B.
the barley.
United States. Truly, It Is a valuable
Klickney. who raised the funds by accompilation, so valuable that for its
quiring, organizing, reorganizing and
thousands of pages only the best of
Harrimanlzing
the corporations of
papers and inks are used, and all of
The
Minnesota. Iowa and Illinois.
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer the maps are mounted on muslin. It
capital stock and funded debt of the
is therefore a healthful, should be in good condition fifty years
road is $143,068 per mile, and the
wholesome food, rich in hence, when some of the baby trees
committee figures valued ut about
the present national forests have
h
that, or $28,000 a mile. In
nutriment and strength-Drivin- g in
demonstrated the wisdom of conser
its last report the company certifies
properties
build
that
lumiiertng.
vative
that the line and equipment costs
bone and muscle.
iss.dll per mile."
Referring to the fact that In 1891
Cured of Rheumatism.
Mr. Wm. Henry of Chattanooga,
there was reported for "purchase of
had rheumatism In his left
constructed
road" $6,313,12,
the
Order a ease and drink a Tenn.,
arm. "The Btrength seemed to have
"It was then 81o
committee says:
bottle of Pabst Blue Ribbon gone out of the muscles so that n
miles long.
Fifteen years later thH
with each meal. It will give was useless for work," he says. "I
elastic Item had been stretched to
$r,0.54.344, but the whole line had
your stomach zest to do its applied Chamberlain's Pain lialm and
wrapped the arm In flannel at night,
vhrunk sixty miles in length, it had
work, and give you strength, and
to my relief I found that the pain
been watered too much."
for yours.
gradually left me and the strength
returned. In three weeks the rheuC.IItL THOl GUT PlItDY
matism had disappeared and has not
WAS J'LIRTI.VG WITH HER.
since
If troubled with
returned."
The local Santa Fe officials had
rheumatism try a few applications of
their hands full yesterday with late
& Co.,
Meyers
Emeft
Halm. You are certain to be
trains from both the east and west, :Hm W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque. Pain
pleased with the relief which It afand an unusually large amount of
125.
Pboue
fords.
For sale by all druggists.
passenger, baggage and mall business,
and immigrants.
When passenger
train No. lo arrived here from El
terday a young Bohemian girl
Paso
Hepped from a car to get her ticket
validated, owing to some mistake
or other the ticket could not be O.
K.'d until after wiring to the agent
at Silver City who sold It.
When a reply was received from H
Silver City the train had gone. Owing
to the girl being unable to talk English, and the absence of any Bohemians in the city or nearby. General
Agent Purdy was compelled to talk
to the girl in the sign language. Even
by this method the girl was unable
to understand, and supposing that the
"men were trying to flirt with her, she
BEL EN IS 11 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
began to weep.
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
She was put on train No. 2. which
arrived at 4:45 o'clock.
THE BANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
The girl
was en route to the old country from
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
Silver City, where there is a BoheAND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGEmian colony.
LES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
Passenger train No. 8, which arrived here at 8:30 o'clock last night,
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
was pulled to Las Vegas by two heavy
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 26iH0
passenger engines. Nos. 1218 and
U02.
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
I'l IIUC si.-r- v
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
DEMANDS RKTTIMt RAILS
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTChicago, 111.. April 26. The managements of American railroads are
ING IIS. 000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
preparing to make a uemand upon the
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
manufacturers for a better quality of
ESTABLISHMENTS;
BELEN
THE
MERCANTILE
teel rail, upon the ground that many
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 110 BARRELS
railroad accidents are caused by a
poor grade of steel. The demand is
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, REStip Le made through
the medium of
TAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPthe American Railway association,
PING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
which is the most powerful organizaITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
tion of its kind in the world, and
whuh is holding its spring meeting
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILJi t re.
ROAD CITY fN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
It is charged by the railioal operESTIMATED.
ating officials and by the presidents
that investigation has shown that
many of the wrecks which have been
caused during the past few years are
to toosxxrooowc- tr.e result of broken rails, which fail-c- .l
to stand the strain they shmi i.
;n.y many "f which are sail to have
hown flaws. The charge is not made
!'iat, the rail manufacturers ate de-- :
terately manufacturing an inferior M
rteel rail, but it is stated that, owing
to the grtat demand for r.;i!s, :he
--

railroad!
Department!

specl-llcatlo-
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$215,-000.0-
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Mr. Clothes Buyer!

The Government Issues 800 Saratoga Will be In Festive
Array From July 9
Found Atlas Covering Every
to July 13.
Phase of Them.

;

food-valu-

j

The committee having In charge
the local arrangements fur the Tiien-nli- il
Conclave of the Grand Encampment. Knights Templar of the United
Slates, to be held at Saratoga July
1907, are busy with the work
and many of the details are being
perfected. Special attention has been
given recently to the transportation
feature and the railroads are making
arrangements to transport the thousands of Sir Knights and their friends
who will visit Saratoga next summer.
I. and II. Takes Action.
The Delaware and Hudson railroad
company has taken decided action In
the matter and has made arrange-- 1
ments for reduced rates to those
wishing to attend the conclave. A. A.
Heard, general passenger agent, yesterday Issued the following bulletin:
Itciliiccd Rates.
For the Knights Templar conclave
the railroads In trunk line territory
announce the rate for the round trip
to Saratoga Springs and return of one
fare plus $1 tickets good going and
returning via. the same route, to be
sold July ft, 7, 8 and 9, and good for
return to and including July 15. It is
expected that the railroads west of
Buffalo and Pittsburg, south of Washington and east of Troy will make
similar announcement shortly,
May Vary Rome.
For Oommanderies traveling as a
fifty or more who
numbering
unit and
desire to vary their route, going one
way and returning another, a low rate
of fare, approximating one and one-ha- lf
cents per mile traveled per capita, will be applicable. Details thereof will be given later.
o Klainplmr.
Will ICMiiin
Springs
Tickets sold to Saratoga
and return from points within a radius of 200 mile will require no
stamping or validating at Saratoga If
used within the original limit.
Supplementary Ibaggagn Rooms.
A supplementary
baggage room
will be opened for this occasion and
no pains or expense will be spared to
ensure prompt delivery. To facilitate
this, special labels showing the name
of the commandery and name of
Saratoga Springs hotel will be printed
and supplied without charge to all
applicants. In sufficient number, to be
affixed to every piece of baggage.
Ticket n May itc Kvtendcl.
An arrangement permitting extension of limit for a period of not over
thirty days from July 15 on payment of a reasonable fee Is being
considered.
Pullman Cars In Place of Hotels.
For the benefit of such Command-erle- s
as have been unable to obtain
suitable hotel accommodation and
who desire to occupy chartered Pullman cars while at Saratoga Springs,
the Delaware and Hudson company
have set aside trackage room adjacent to the temporary station, which
will be about
from the
regular station, the Convention hall
city.
All exand the center of the
penses connected with lights, sanitary
arrangements, etc, will be assumed
by the company and no charge will
be made for the parking of such
cars, but one requirement being made
that the cars be occupied by a
persons
minimum
of twenty-fou- r
each. The limits of the space so assigned make It necessary that any
Commandery desiring to avail themselves thereof should make Immediate application to the general passenger agent.
No bond or deposit
will be demanded, implicit trust being placed In the Commandeiies to
call for no more space of this character than will actually be required.
Periodical bulletins will be issued
by this department from
time to
time, as new points of interest lo attending Sir Knights develop.
3,
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Fine Clothing &
TO AILING WOMEN.

.

Little

Sound Ailvuv Will Help
Many a Sufferer In Albuquerque.
No woman can be healthy and well
If the kidneys are sick.
Poisons that
pass off In the urine when the kidneys
are well are retained In the body
when the kidneys are sick. Kidneys
and bladder get Inflamed and swolis
len, crowding the delicate female
nearby and sometimes displacing them. This Is the true cause of
many bearing-dow- n
pains, lameness,
backache, nideache, etc.
Uric poisoning also causes headaches, dizzy
spells, languor, nervousness and rheumatic pain.
When suffering so. try Doan's Kidney Pills, the remedy that cure sick
kidneys. You will get better as the
kidneys get better, and health will
return when the kidneys are well.
Let an Albuquerque woman tell you
about Doan's Kidney Pills.
Mrs. II. Adair, of 817 South Edith
street, Albuquerque, N. M., eays:
"Whether my symptoms Indicated
kidney trouble or not, 1 was not
certain, but nevertheless from, read
ing about Doan's Kidney Pills I was
given a desire to try them to see If
they would not afford me at least
some relief from the pain between
and Just below the shoulder blades.
While on my feet or stirring around,
I did not feel the slightest Inconvenience, but when I would sit down, the
pain would assert Itself and at times
was very severe.
The use of one box
of Doan's Kidney I'llls brought relief
that warrants my having a high appreciation of this medicine."
Price 60
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, nole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
No. 25
take no other.
26
M
N.
MARCH
BAYARD
FORT
1997. Sealed proposals In triplicate
28,-1for constructing approximately
feet of cement gutters and sidewalks at this post, will be received
here until 11 a. m. May 1, 1907, and
then opened. Information furnished
on application. United States reserves
right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. Envelopes containing proposals should be
endorsed "Gutters and Sidewalks"
and addressed to Capt. 8. P. Vestal,
Quartermaster.
o
Doing HiihIiipssj Again.
"When my friends thought I was
about to take leave of this world, on
account of Indigestion, nervousness
and general debility," writes A. A.
Chlsholm, Treadwell, N. Y., and when
It looked as If there was no hope
left, I was persuaded to try Electric
Bitters, and I rejoice to say that they
are curing me. I am now doing business again as of old, and am still
gaining daily." Uest tonic medicine
on earth.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.
IrfXJlMt
A

Rr ILL the COUCH

Nov; Discovery

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue,

Price
BOcftll.OO
lOLDS
Fret Trial.,
Buxeat and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
'nMStlMPTIffll
OUGHSan

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOE8 READY PAINT
One Gallon Coyer 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
JAP-A-LA-

C.

408 Wtst Railroad

CURE thb LUNCO
7a

and

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.

PENNYROYAL
PILLS
Thf tftrrnml Wknmi.
Uirlty and onUsa Inn a, ,!,.!
vijvr
V.
iiilli "imlns ul mMtr
Uun." Thrj ra I.llc

MOTT'S

Afoot

Iff.

I1

J

If
f

Hm-w-

vv tupifttvt womifihouu, k1imk cta
vrlfipmpntororcKniiand bo4. 9m
known rvmfHly for vomii
them. I'anitoc do harm Ml b
it: 5s romci ulr.nr-- . SI mrr boa
'
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AbE BY

ANN

SON.

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTAT

Announcement

LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Buildlna

Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing; and Heating
Standard
IT.
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
rmm
future have charge of the mechanical
INBUI9ANO
department and attend to the Instal
Secretary Mutual BalMUac
lation of all plumbing and heating Uon. Office at 217 . West
work entrusted to this company.
avenue.

WALKER,

A.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

W. E,

MAUGER

WOOL

with Raube and Vauger

Office, 115

N. 1L

ron a oraoi

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bay.
.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llqaors-and Cigars. Place your orders fee
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD BT.

...The.
LINE"

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
KMIL KXJENWORT
Masonic Building, North Third
All Kinds of

& RIO GRANDE
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Strait

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address,

J. KORBER & CO.

S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

NORTH SECOND ST.

fX0CC0XX0C)0XC

A. 8LEY&TER

7.

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATH
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 11 and 14 Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque. Telephone No. IM.
Give us your ROUGH DRY vorfc
Monday, and get It back Wednesday,
Imperial Laundry Co.

n
n

';

North First St.

ALBUQUERQUE,

DENVER

RIGHT PRICES

212

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

the

TRY US;
BEST OF QUALITIES

o

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M and

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

BSES

$200 REWARD.
Whooplna; Congh.
I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Is offered for the capture of Asw-tlmRemedy In my family In cases of
w hooping cough, and want to tell you
Fettine. the murderer of Benethat it Is the best medicine I have detto Berardlnelll. Crime was comGa.
ever used. W. F. Gaston, Posco,
mitted In Albuquerque Monday, FebThis remedy Is safe and sure. For ruary 4.
sale by all druggists.
C. A. and C. GRANDS.

"SHORT

Do You Need

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

MAN Furnishing
DELL

M.

0000XXX)X)0000Or X00X50CssXDO000Cs0

one-tift-

MARK

0
n

COME

TO BELEN, f). F.I.

The Belen Town and Improvement

Pres

WM. M. BERGER.

"

ss

asj.

S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

Im-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

MORTGAGE

SECURITY

FOR

ONE YEAR,

t PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
FOR MAPS

AND

PRICES IF

APPLY AT ONCE
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Kaooaoaaaaaoaa
K0SKwCMaxOSOOtt

Sec'y
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Center

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THB CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

BECKER,

aja

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OYER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

H

jOHN

sta

A Raiiwoy

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of Santa Fe Railway
Located on Belen Cut-o-

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

-
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evening citizen.

AT.nroHF.norE

nr.nT.

lltllAY.

Torrance,

appeared In The Evening
Two Issues will ne placed on
the market.
the
tine for $10,000.
proceeds to be used In the construction of a court house at Estancla nd
one Issue of 13.000. the nrorpeds til
be used In Having the current ex
pense of the county Incurred during
Its organization.
Itond buyers
and
w i. i iir.ii ixmiie.vvr.
o
capitalists will do well to address
clerk,
probate
Padllla.
or
Denutv
Partly
26.
A)ill
Jesus H. Garcia, at Estancla.
Iitiv. t'olo..
The
Intidv tonight ami Halurdny, rlnlng bids will be opened by the board of
county commissioners at Estancla. on
tf
the third day of June. 1907.
TUAIX AKItlVAI.S.
A team owned by W. H. Gillenwa-ter- ,
and driven by a native, ran away
1.
on time.
on west TIJeras avenue this forenoon
p. in.
No N
and tore the rear wheels off Dr. W.
No. 4 On time.
(I. ope's buggy' and tipped the wagNo.
time.
on, to which' they were nttfhed. over
No. ! (Ml time.
a picket fence at Fifth street.
The
horse
frightened at the king
K.
Parker In Simla Fe on IhimI- - bolt ofbecame
the wagon dropping out, which
lies.
let the front running gear out from
Prof. A. It Slniui i In Sunlit Fe under the bed. The driver escaped
1111 llUMillP!"!'.
uninjured.
F. Kcrznian. of Socorro, arrived In
AlliuiUcliue last night.
I,. Sullivan, of Santa Fe. lo In
.
T
the city vloiting friend.
Kev. McQueen Gray, of Hosuell, U
registered at the Alvarailo.
FOR
SUNDAY
C R. I'.n II In. of Denver, arrived
liere lust night on buxineSH.
night for
V. H. Worth left last
Denver. Colo., on business.
Carl Koecran and wife, of Ketner,
are In the city visiting ami shopping.
Chief Justice W. J. Mill Is holding
court In Mora county.
Mrs. Thou. P, Uable, of Santa Fe, California Strawberries and
is tlie guest of Albuquerque friends.
Arkansas Blackberries
Hubert Martinez, of Cuchlllo. N.
M.. spent last evening In Albuquer-

wiiiihiiiiwhiuw

1'ltlr.en.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

1

DAINTY FEET
In almost every case, feet
merely caused by ill fitting shoes.

are

that appear unshapely

MEAT

there is

Our shoes are made over properly designed lasts.
The lines of the foot are closely followed and the ger;
eral effect beautified, making a shoe trim, gaaceful and as
comfortable as can be.
S2.25 to
1.73 lo
1.75 to

Moil's hhoe
Men's Oxford
Women's Shoeo
Women's Oxford
Children' Shoes
Children's Oxford

1.0(1

.0
5.00
3.50
2.50
2.25

to
1.2.5 to
1.25 to

1.0.

daughter, of
F. Palmer anil
(Vnilos. are In the city visiting ahd
shoppin g.
Mrs. David Fai r and son. of Mugda-lenN. M., are In the city, the guexu
of relatives.
The Ci's are being published today.
If your name begins with (1, see If it
Is in the list.
J. D. Carpenter, with the American
Lumber company at Ketner. was In
the city yesterday on business.
M. A. Otero has returned to the capital from a visit to
his sheep ranch in Guadalupe county.
and J.
C. It. Baldwin, F. A. Balrd
A. Shaw, of San Marcial. N. M., are
pleasure.
on
and
business
city
in the
Prof. J. E. Clark, territorial superintendent of public Instruction, is in
the city on business In connection
with his department.
W. W. Strong and W. H. Hahn, two
nrnmlnniit ShvlllPrH of A 1) Ull UC 111 U O .
left early this morning for Los Angeles to attend the Shrlner meeting.
Regular meeting of the daughters
of the American revolution tomorrow-afternooat the residence of Mrs.
McLaughlin, 1100 West Railroad avenue.
Mrs. J. S. Newhall Is in the city
riom Santa Fe. Mr. Newnall is employed by the government In the construction of the Zunl dam. and Mrs.
Xeuhall came here to meet him.
Won Ttohert Martin, of Cuchlllo. X.
m
n inomtiieiit
ranch owner and
muirt Lai of the lnte territorial legis
Albuquerque this
In
arrived
lature,
morn ng on a snort ousiness
wor.ff Wenver. mnnairer of the
also
Planters' hotel at St. Louis, andIsland,
the Grant hotel on Mackinac yester- nmaaeri thromrh Albunueruue
iifiv afternoon en route home from
California.
J. D. Reed, of Bowling Green, O.,
Is In the city on a visit to his cousin,
Frank Bowyer, of the French bakery.
Mr. Reed will probably locate in Albuquerque. He says the place looks
pretty good to him.
J. A. Garcia, the wool buyer, recars of wool here
ceived thirty-on- e
yesterday, which he purchased In
The wool will be stored here,
and will probably be scoured at the
local scouring mills.
Mrs. C. E. Lober and daughter left
yesterdav for New York, where they
will make a short visit to relatives
before going to Delaware, the home
of Mrs. Lober's parents, where they
will spend the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Oppenhelm, of Paris,
France, tourists, arrived in Albuquerque this morning from El Paso and
Mexico. They were registered at the
Alvarado and left Immediately after
noon for the Grand Canyon and California.
The following township plats will
be filed in the land oflice at Santa
Fe on June 6, 1907: Townships 11, 12,6
15 and 14 north, ranges 4. B, and
west, township li north, range " west
and township 12 north, range 7 west.
This laud will then be open to entry.
W. D. Crabtree, of this city, has
been awarded the contract for making the necessary repairs on the court
house at Socorro, and will begin the
work under his contract very sooncon-so
as to have everything In good
dition for the opening of the spring
term of district court.
H. A. Floyd, formerly county clerk
of Miami county, Kansas, and a resident of Paola, in that state, Is In this
city in company with George tscheer,
of Hidden. Mo. Both these gentlemen contemplate permanent residence
in this section and the latter has already sent east for his family. These
of
e
gentiemen are
friends
Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, pastor of the
First Phesbyterlan church.
With the disposition of all criminal
cases on the district court docket for
it
this term of court today, Judge
iiiiw itfternoon announced
that
the court w:i .ready to hear the civil
cases. The case of the territory
against Ciprlano Salazar charged with
assaulting Adalalda C DeBaca with
a rock, was disposed of at noon, when
the Jury returned a verdict tinding
Salazar not guilty.
conYesterday an advertisement,
taining the conditions of the proposed sale of bonds of the county of
a.

BRIGHAM
Headquarters
Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

for

2nd.

S.

0

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
ttc

Packages, 25c and
1 lb. tins, 4ie.

per lb.

.

tins, 860.
.tins, $1.00.

12-lb-

Capitol Coffee
bucket,

b.

li

premium,

with

Golden Gate coffee
tins, 40o.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
b.

98

b.

unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c.
Something

GEO. W. HICKOX

can.

T. Y. MATNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

a

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

Plumbers

W.R.R. Are.

32

u-i-

SECOND

8T.

GO.

Tinners

Arl-ion- a.

Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of

"

1

.1

-

r

Savin
Ice Pads

".y

-

Refrig-

eratorsis the

most
complete
in the city

pS

Irs

""

i

1

Freezer

I

Daven- -

bfBRtL

Water

Water

"

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

old-ttm-

THE

Diamond

Ab-iw.-

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Dlimesdt.
roar uwl

Watcsea,
ao4

(uaro'

Kiitnmra

Cat

a

iaiji

OMi

w

ioiu

ui
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MARKET

You'll find the Hart SchalTner
Jlarx clothes in our More; an
good an evidence of our good
qiinlitr as you can ask.
&

correct

l,

wtjie, per-

tailoring and a fit

fect

The same standard of quality

I"

Native and
Kansas City

No

.

of

)kJMM

Mm
Jjr

at

--

Spring Lamb

Freaks-N-

-

o

Fads-B-

L

t.--

i

Priced - -

S20 to $28
Your tailor would want $15
more for any of tlu-ni.

Also Nice

Suits a)

$10 to $15
Hoys' black suits for confirmation. Call and see them. We
also have nil the fixings which
naturally go with good clothes
for man or boy.

I

STURM

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

gjl

I

I8AAIBE&

RfilAlUJGBEIS

NORTH FIRST

1

E. C. Skuffers. the new low shoe for
children.
Made on the foat-forlast, they prevent or cure corns. Flexible extension soles, no heel.i, broad
tOeS.' soft naif ItTtnar.
vv.t1l
a nrj
'
in
rl . any
stand more 'wear than
other shoe
at the same price 6 to 8, $1.40' 84
to 11. $1.60. C. May's Shoe Stor;, 314

mmm

aaaaw mmm

Nardlwaire iK7ercslfs

M McCormick Mowers and Repairs

-

-

-

Winona Wagons

SB

TM-- .

urn riaiinni
The

avunuo.

io THAXKS.
C'.RI Dl'
--

undersigned

hereby

extend

their sincere thanks to the members
of Lodge Xo. 461, B. P. u. K., and all
other friends in Helen, Ai:iuquerquo,
Wlllard and other parts of the terri-

tory, for their sympathy, ,sts'.,incf
and attendance at the funeral services
of the late Carl A. Dalles, on Wednesday, the 24th inst.
MRS. CARL A. DALIES,
MRS. CHAS. REIXKKX,
PALL B. 13 A L IKS.
Helen, X. M.. April 24. I't07.
W. L. Trimble & Co. will run excursion wagons to the , mountains
Sunday.
Wagon will leave the Second street bam at 7 o'clock In the
morning, going, and leave the mountains at 5 o'clock in the evening,

WAXTED Good men.
with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good territory in Xew Mexico and Arizona
open.
prewitt.A Prewitt, Managers, Commercial Club building.
S Vn. KI.Y'S SPtX IAL SALE.
Fresh Hams, per pound
14c
Maccaronl, per pkg
Sc
2 cans of 15c grade of Sardines
in Mayonnaise dressing
25c
12 Uc cans of Jam
10c
4 lbs. of Soda Crackers
25c
2 cans of Sweet Corn
15c
Large package of Oat Flakes... 25c
2 cans of Clams
25 c
1 lb. of AValter
Bakers' Cocoa. . 4fc
Grape X'uts
10c
1 bottle of Chow-Cho1 bottle of Chile Sause and 1 boto
tle of Catsup
Pan Cake Flour, per pkg
lie
When you need a garden hose, get
our prices.

g

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

o

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

O
Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost O
O
- - - Less for Repairs - - O
FULLY WARRANTED
O

o

Write For

mouth rirat mtraat
it 3,dot,tie,4o.nr.North
riratmtromt

Albuquerque, Nei Mexico

2.-.-

THE M 7.l.
UM. KIEKE.
V4

.

u.

lrnnoie

Propr.

Co. Is arranging

to run a number of excursion wagons
to the mountains next Sunday.
The
round trip may be made fov SI.

OLoltIH NATIONAL CO.
LIFE ASSl'ltANt'K SOCIETY.
line
insurance company
with ample capital, solid, conserva
tive, progressive. Writes liberal con
tracts of insurance and Investment.
Prewitt & Prewitt. Managers, Com
mercial Club building.
WAXTED Position as Job compositor in good office. First class man
Don t drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prerer to work under contract
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City
La. State salary when writing.

mterwear $i.oo to $6.oo a Suit

Look in Our Windows-

-

clothes.
Those are ready-to-weLook closely. They fit with style that is uncommon. That is not there by accident They will
fit you the same way. We can prove it Come
in and try on and ask how much. A pleasure.
ar

A fine line of Boys' Suits
Youths Suits

1

GOim

Home Insurance the Best

122 South Second

AVEi

refrain from again saying lomethlng about Home InEvery time that .the proposition presents Itself of tha
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out ot New
Mexico and Artxona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of tha past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring; thetr
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to not that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies tar exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It la to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men ot the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable man
:ffJri'jfi23E2!'
and women to sell Us policies.
CANNOT

WE

,,

Address Home Office,

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

0b
Nv zi4

$3.00 to $7.50
$8.00 to $18.00

TICKETS

ih

est

ately

While the frosts and cold weather
late has flimi. frtiif-ltlio
i:i.
8
Copyright 1907 by
fmit and vegetable crops in different H
parts of the county, the Albuquerque H
Marx
Hwt Schaffher
8
1
housewives need have no fear that the
local markets are not stocked with
good things for the Sunday dinner.
From the best line of fish, meats,
poultry, to the bst line nf finite unH
vegetables, the several local markets
Arno & Coal
Phone 185
possess a goon supply, as a reporter
discovered this morning in a short
tour.
California Htrnu hurrlou nn.l Ai.lr.jn- - OfXXOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
sas blackberries are arriving on the
maiKet; hiso a goodly
supply of
Florida pineapples. Tomatoes." nar.
snips. turnips,
mint,
cauliflower.
spinach, radishes, lettuce, cucumbers,
oeans. peas, beets and new potatoes
of the best quality are the vegetables
on the market.
The above and the follow ing vegetables and fruits may be obtained for
a aaammmmt
115-11- 7
the following prices:
Meats Siiilons.
portersteaks,
Between Railroad and Coppar A ve. , Tel. 74
house, teabones. 20 to 25 cent
a
pound; tenderloin and sweetbreads, 30
cents a pound; veal. 10 to 20 cents a
pound; mutton S to IS cents a pound;
chickens, is to 22 cents a pound:
lurseys. - 4 cents; geese, IS to 22
cents a pound.
Fish Flounders.
sea bass, red
snapper and barracudas, 15 to 22
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
cents a pound.
Vegetables Tonui tnp. 1!
0
to
HARNESS
SADDLERY
Cents a nound. UHlinrainia f,t,i, I.,,..r.v,
es 25 cent; cucumbers, 2 pounds 15
cents; rheubarb, two pound 15 cents;
lettuce, radishes, new onions, two
AGENTS rOR
ounciies 5 cents; new potatoes 10 $5
cents a pound.
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
Fruits Straw berries, 18 to 25 cents m
a box; oranges SO to 50 cents a dozen; bananas, 16 to 40 cents the dozen.
John Deere Plows and Implements

An old

Spring

d

guar-mitee-

nil through the store.

Till'.

m

It07.

CLOTHES

..

Are Here.

que.
Dr.

iniiwofum

2B.

HIGH TONED

I

A shoe that fits never loses its shape, because
no pressure from the inside to distort it.

I
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HIGHLAND

Can-dld-

mil

A1T.II,

R.R

AND

B0U6HT,

SOLD

EXCHAN6E0

Auoolatloa

Offlc

Transactions

Cuaranto

ROSENFIEIO'S,

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

o

